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FROM THE EDITOR:
Doug Hendricks, KI6DS
S62 Frank Ave.
Dos Palos, CA 93620
Welcome to the first issue of the Northern Calfornia QRP Journal.
The purpose of this journal is to provide a means of communication for
the members of the Northern California QRP Club, which was formed to
foster the use and enjoyment of QRP oporation via AmlI.teurRadio. This
club was a result of several things, conversations between Jim,
WA6GER, and myself, and conversations with several of our fellow QRP
enthusiasts that Jim and I met during our trip to Dayton in April.
Hopefully, you will enjoy the contento of this journal. It is written
to provide information for hams who are interested in QRP.
I am not a technical person, although I do enjoy building and
have built several projects, both from kits and from articles in
various magazines and journals.
My goal is to have our members
contribute articles for publication, but until that happens, most, if
not all technical articles will be reprints of articles that have
appeared in other publications.
Full credit will be given to the
author and publication, it is not my intention to p1agarize anything,
but to provide information.
This issue is a venture into the unknown. We do not know where
the club is going, or if it will go. This is my first attempt at
being an editor of anything. What I have tried to do this first issue
is to provide articles that will have appeal to a large number. The
.Pebb1e Crusher. transmitter article is complete with a follow up
article. W3TS's antenna tuner io a project that I recently built.
It .is easy, and if you were at our June meeting, you .had the
opportunity to see my example.
Jack Gannon's Surface Mount Kayer project is not only a useful
project, but it is state of the art construction. This article came
from Sprat, the Journal of the G-QRP Club.
I have never seen an
article on surface mount projects in a U.S. ham magazine? Why not?
The parts are available. All it takes is for you to write the article
and become famous. This SM article was included to stimulate you and
to show what is possible.
The Stockton Bi-Directiona1 Wattmeter io reprinted here to correct an
oversight in the QRP Quarterly article by Luke Dodds. Somehow, there
were some important facts left out of the Dodds article. I built this
wattmeter, and I used a FTSO-43 toroid and lN34A diodes. They both
worked fine.
There is an .ad. of sorts in this edition. It is the policy of
the journal not to accept paid advertising. We don't want another QST
full of ads and no information.
So why is the ad from Blue Rose
Electronics included? It is there to provide information as to where
you can obtain a kit of parts to build the project in the SMD
articles.
Angel Gerasimov, LZISM, has an excellent article on building a
wide range VXO.
He is from Bulgaria, and this was included as an
example of how world wide our hobby is.
The three short articles, .The Micro-SO Mini Transceiver.,
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"Finding the Internal Resistance of Unmarked Meters", and "HC6U
Adapter" are here because they contain useful information, and also
to demonstrate that an article doesn't have to be gigantic to be
interesting and worthy of publication.
The review article on the OHR Wattmeter is just what it says, my
opinion of that particular piece of gear.
I welcome all such
articles.
Please include the price of the gear and where it is
available. Other than that, I welcome your opinions.
I hope to see more articles like the one on the trip that Jim and
I took to Dayton. Personal experience articles are interesting and
fun to read. Share what you have done with others. DXpedition,
getting your license, an unusual contact, whatever, if it has to do
with ORP, write it up.and submit for publication.
Another type of article that I think will interest our readers
is the member profile. Tell us about your ham backround, what you
have done, what you have built, and what your interests are. If you
have an idea for an article that we haven't covered, submit it and I
will give it every consideration.
2.

Most of all, I hope that you enjoy QRP.
72, Doug, KI6DS

See you in issue number

Subscriptions

-

The first few issues of this publication are going to be free.
Jim, WA6GER is payi~g the postage, and I am printing and xeroxing.
When the club grows to such a size that we cannot afford it, then we
will charge a small fee for postage and for the paper and copying
fees.
Until that time comes, enjoy with our compliments.
To
subscribe, fill out the form on the back of this issue and send to:
Doug Hendricks
KI6DS
862 Frank Ave.
Dos Palos, CA 93620

The Oak Hills Research WM-l Wattmeter
A Review: by Doug Hendricks, KI6DS
862 Frank Ave.
Dos Palos, CA 93620

-

Last April I went to Dayton and while there I purchased a WM-1
Wattmeter kit from Dick of Oak Hills Research. This wattmeter is
designed specifically for ORP operation, as it has 3 scales; 0-10
watts, 0-1 watt, and 0-100 milliwatts. Yes, that is right, 0-100
milliwatts. Now you can measure those ORPP rigs. It works great for
the 1000/mile/watt award.
Dick did not have a kit with him at Dayton, but promised to ship
me one on the following Monday, which he did. When it arrived, I was
impressed with the way that it was packaged for shipping. First class

all the way, and all of the parts were grouped in bags. The manual
is outstanding. Dick does a fantastic job of explaining exactly what
you are to do. I did not have any problems at all, and that has only
happened once before with a kit, also by OHR.
I unpacked the parts, checked them off the parts list in the
manual and everything was there. OHR even prewinds the coils for you,
a nice touch. All of the parts needed to produce the working meter
are contained in the case. There is nothing for you to supply other
than solder and tools. The parts all are quality parts, especially
the case. It is heavy duty aluminum that Dick has custom made for his
products.
All of the holes are punched, and everything fits
perfectly.
Construction took about 2 hours, with several interuptions from
my wife and daughters. The instruction manual is easy to follow and
very complete. I think that a complete novice at kit building could
build this kit as long as he could solder.
Calibration of the meter is done with a digital volt meter, and
is a 3 step process. You calibrate the 10 watt scale, then the 1 watt
and finally the 100 milliwatt. When you finish, you clip a jumper and
the meter is ready to use. I would suggest leaving the jumper a
little longer than the instructions say, in case you ever want to
recalibrate.
Operation of the meter is simple and straight forward. All of
the controls and connections are screen printed on the case, and you
have 4 positions on one switch; off, 10 Watto, 1 Watt, & 100
Milliwatts. The other switch is for reflected or forward power.
When I finished building and calibrating the meter, the fun
began. First I hooked up the W7EL from ORR. It puts out 2.2 watts,
not bad. Then I hooked up the lcom 735 on 30 meters to a Skelton Cone
antenna and my antenna tuner. I put the switch on reflected power.
Using the 10 watt scale, I got the reflected to 0, or just about, then
I switched to the 1 watt scale, and saw that I had about .1 watt
reflected. I tuned this out, and switched to the 100 milliwatt scale.
Again, I saw that I was not quite at the minimum. I adjusted the
tuner and got the reflected power aboolutely flat I Talk about a
sensitive meter, this was great. For the first time ever, I was able
.to be sure that I had my tuner adjusted right using a QRP rig. One
word of caution.
When you do this procedure, make sure that you
switch to the 10 watt scale before you owitch to forward power, other
wise you will peg the needle really hard, and thio is not good for the
meter. By the way, my Icom 735 was running 4.8 watts out.
I am very impressed with the ORR WM-1 kit. It costs $79.95, but
you get all of the parts that you need. It io very sensitive, and I
have a friend, Jim, KAOlQT, who has access to very sensitive test
equipment.
He told me that when he teoted hio meter it was well
within the 5\ error range. I would recommend purchase of this kit for
anyone, and believe that it offero excellent value for the money. I
believe that if you want quality, you have to pay for it. Dick, at
ORR, produces quality products, and provides excellent service also.
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Edilor'SIlOIe: Two descriplions 0/ ways 10 lower power
oulpUI on severallCOM
transceivers appeared recenlly in
separale publications, and Ihey are reprinted here/or QRPers
who mDY have nUlled Ihem. The firSI appeared in Ihe G.
QRP Club"s qutUlerly newsleller, "SPRAT: and is by Mike
Michael, W3TS. The second is excerpled/rom
an adverlise.
menllCOM ran in some mnjor AmnltlU' Radio mngazines.
While the accuracy of Ihese melhads is nol dispu/ed. in nO
, ase does QRP ARCI endorse or WDrrQllIeilllJ!r,
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, By feeding a negalive I 104 vollS inlOlI1eICOM ALC
iack'you can turn lI1eRF power down 10zero wailS. W!lh
!he circuit shown, my IC.735 can run from 0.5 watlS wllh
e front panel power control sel at 8n)' poinl (lI1isoverrides
1I18tcontrol).
..
,
My 735 would go down 106 wailSwith Ihe front panel
ontrol. Now I can go down 10900 mW or less for milli.
walling. -Mike Michael, W3TS.
,
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(ICOM's transceivers') fronl panel RF P\~'R control
puIS QRP or QRO seleclion righl al your lingerups. A on~.
time inlernal adjuslmenl is required. however, 10reset tile.,
front panel RF PWR conlrol properly SOe13.ctl)' 5 ~.allS
oulput is produced al a fully counterclockwise P?sluon.
Please note lI1ischange does nOI aller lI1econ!,ol s fully
clockwise setling of 100 wailS. 11simply rec~hbrales Ihe
conuol SOyou have inslBntQRP or QRO selecuon ... , .
...First, n:move any rings or walehes when."'Olking m.
side any equipmenl. AllI10ugh ICO~t transcel\'ers do nol
employ dangerous vacuum lube. type high ,'ollages. ntetal
objeclS can unknowingly creole shons IIIany unlL
Be sure yo'l have plenly of light 10 sec whal )'OUare
doing and, if nccessazy. usc a pocket magnilier f?r read~ng
componenl numbers on circuil boards. Also a\'o,d movang
wires or cables thai can become I'inchcd arter rCl'laclllg fig
covers.

QRP
...(The) IC.735 is easily resel for 5 walls 'minimum
OUlpulon all modes as follows, Place the IC.735 ujlside
down on a soft IOwel will1 ilS front panel and knobs facing
)'ou. Remove lI1eeight (8) screws from the bouom cover
and lift iI off to expose the main circuit board.
Look in the upper righl comer. and you will see four
small polentiomelers in an "L".shap.:d pallern. Locale R.267
near Ihc bollom of that "L". 11selS the span of the front
panel's RF PWR control. Plug an accurate wallmeler con.
nccted 10your antcnna or dummy load into the IC.735's rear
sockel. swilch the transceiver on and adjust the RF PWR
control 10 ntinimum.
,Select CW operation and key the rig only long enough
10'rcad Ihe wall meier. Power OUIPUIwill typicall)' be 10
watlS.Place an insulated screwdriver on R.267 and again key
the (rig). While walching Ihe walunelcr, lurn R.267 elock.
wise unlil Ihe RF OUIPUIdrops 10 5 •.'aIlS. If more than 30
seconds are required for precise adjuslmenl, s,,'i1ch the
Iranscei,'er back 10 receive for 30 seconds before repealing
(remember ilSair now is restric!Cdby the desk and 1O""e\).
Rotate the fronl RF PWR control 10 maxim'um, nolC
full OUIPUI,relurn 10minimum anll double-check for 5 "'-aIlS
OUIPUt,then switch off and reassemble )'our QRP.ready IC.
135.
'
,
. A similar adjuSIrnCIlIprocedure apl'lies 10 ICO~rs IC.
75I Iransceiver. In this case, internal potenliom~ler R.(6 is
resel so Ihe fronl panel RF PWR conuol yields S "''811S01
minimum. R-46 is located undcr the IC.751's lOpco,.ct and
in Ihe cenler of tile main circuil board, 11is 10the lefl of thi:
large shiny shield in the board's exacl middle.
ICOM's IC.75IA and IC.761 do nOI include inlernal
power adjuslmenlS for CW QRP. ~UIred~lions from 1010
5 ",'allSminimum outpul on SSB slmpl)' II1volvedemasmg
their RF PWR control 10 mioimum. (COM's le.7St is
QRP.ready "ia ilS rrolll'panel controls. ROIBIethe RF PWR'
10minimum. then'decrease, tile DRIVE control until 5 wailS
is indicaled on tile watlmeter.
Reselling ICOM's IC.n5 for 5 "'aIlS minim,"!! ?utpul
is also a cinch. SCI ils frolll RF P\\'R control 10mlfWllum,
then adjusl R.20S's selling unlil your waluneler indicales S
wailS. When the IC. n5 is upside do••'n and lIS knobs are
facing 'you. R.208 is localed in the main circuil board's 101'
righi quadranl (ncar the Ul.7 FM oplion's area).
'
,
, Write ICOM or call ilS service hotline for QRP SUld.
ance on other unilS. lIS mailing address is ICOM America"
Inc.. 2380 • 1161h Ave. NE, BellC"ue. WashinglOn 98004 .
The hotline number is 1.206-454.7619.

The first image transmitted on eape,imen'.1
i'n 'he 1920's was 8 cartoon cat.
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A BI-DIRECTIONAl

INllNE WATTMETER

DAVID STOCKTON

G.ZNQ

0000 ACCURACY
FREQUENCY INDEPENDANT
NO ADJUSTMENTS
log INSERTION lOSS
~IDE P~ER RANGE
SIMPLE TO BUILD
;kod to build a "transmitter
VSWR moter", my fancy waD taken
by two
,riante
of the Bruene
circuit end I built one of eech.
The first
seD 0 rosietivo potentiometor
to senee tho line voltoge
found
in
~e RSOB Monuol.
The second useD on outotronaformer
to senso tho lino
~lt090 - found in on orticlo by Ulrich Rohdo
in tho US HAM RADIO
sgozino.
Both
provod
to be loeo oensitive to 'etroy than their
nceator, but I folt it might bo pOloiblo to do bottor.
The COUIO
of
heir eonoitivity to etroy copocitonce il the high impedonco which the
etectors preoent.
Some
colculotiono
olso
Ihowed
thot
this
high'
mpedonce woo olso limiting performonce ot the lower end of the ronge.
• otorted
thfnking
of
low impodonce
olternotives
and ouddenly
omemberod Dome profeslionol work I hod done on return
loso bridges
ome 10 yoors ogo.
It hoppens that as circuit impedonces ore lowerod,
he bondwidth over which 0 transformer
io usoblo incroosoo, ondl
hod
.signod
0 tronsformer
bosed
bridgo which wos usoblo from 10KHz to
OMHz with laborotory instrument cloos occurocy.
Thil mado mo ouspoct
hot choooing
0 circuit
with
controlled,
low impodoncoo would be
.en6ficiol all round.
o experiment with transformer deoign 1 built
a true
4-port
Hybrid
ntendod
for 50 ohm ule.
A hybrid il 0 very limple circuit - just 2
.ronoformoro and 4 connectoro - with somo omozing
properties.
The
:onnectors
or porto are beot thought of as two pairs.
If 0 oignol HI
laosed in ono connoctor and out of the othor
of 0 pair,
into somo
,nknown
impodonco
lood
(ooy an ontenna) then, if both of the other.
:onnectoro are terminated in tho intended
oyotem
impedonce
(soy 5D
,hmo) then
the hybrid feedolo froction of the powor possing forwords
through tho firot pair of connectoro into one of the terminationo.
It
foedo on oquol fraction of the rovorso powor possing forwordo through
tho ftrot pair of connectoro
into one of the terminations.
It feeds
,n
equol
fraction
of tho rovoroe
powor
flow
into tho other
termination.
Hybrido can be deoiuned
to have
different
sampling
fractiono,
usually
quoted
in dB, so a 20dB Hybrid divorto 1~ of the
flowing powor to the appropriato terminated port.
The really
wild
oropertioo
aro that
the circuit
io symmetrical and the 2 pairo of
oorts can be reversed with no effect on function or performance,
the
signal
can bo fed through in the oppooite direction in wbich caso the
forwardo and reverse sampleD to the terminations
are
interchonged.
Finolly
the hybrid
itself
contoinl
nothing
to set ito operoting
impedonce _ the terminationl on the sample porto do this.
To convert
s 50 ohm transformer hybrid into a 75 ohm one, just change from 50 to
15 ohm oamplo port terminations.
.f a largo change
of operating
impedonce
io wanted,
a transformer ro-design may be needed to avoid
somo loso of bandwidth.
This circuit
There is not
"complexity".
understand,
to build an~

very nicely illustrates one of my
favourito
points.
necessarily any relation between number of components and
The operation of this circuit
is extremely
difficult
yet
it only uses two components.
Fortunately ~t is easy
easy to use.

Look at the symmetry of the circuit - due to a balancing effect of the
transformers we can turn the circuit upside down, sway left for right,
(or both) and it.would still work tho samo.
Let us arbitrarity choose to feed our power into connector 'A' so our
power passos through the transformers and 99\ of it comes out of
'B'
and goos
to our load (tho antenna) 1% comes out of connector 'D' and
into its 50 ohm resistor.
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(not
111

ohms

R2

:

R3

(22K

MAPLIN

SluA - 2 Needed

supplied
in
for SW FSO ..

Kansa
S6K

for

Kit)
Zlw

FSO)

i,
lhe antenna does nol present a perfect 5' ohm impedance, some power
ill b, reflecled and will pass backwards lhrough lhe hybri8 from B to
only 99\ of the reflected power reaches 'A'.
.
~ i. diverted
to connector
C and
is dissipated
in its 5' ohm
uhtor.
In order to work,
it is essential
that
C and Dare
erminated
with
good 5' resi.tors.
The hytirid relie. heavily on the
atch of ports 'c' and 'D')
prototype wa. built.
The transformers were made with
toroid
cores
f type st
ferrite
made
by SEI
(Salford Electrical in.trument.,
.ywood, Lancs.)
(Colour code: YELLOW)
Thi. ferrite
i. quoted
for
se to 2 MHz.
Such .tatements usually refer to the range over which
igh - Q inductors can be made.
Transformers are much less demanding
~d the ~.able frequency range i. extended.
The controlled impedance
evel. of the two tran.formers
is very
favourable
and operation
i.
ood ~o about 5' MHz.
he prototype
transformer.
had
creen) and a 12 t "Secondary".

a

.ingle

"primary"

(with faraday

lith 12t, the coup Iing factor is' - 21. 5B4 dB.
The prototype
was
I.a.ured at -21.59
1 '.'1 dB over 1.5 to 5' MHz.
This flatne •• i.
Ixc.llent and the proximity to the calculated
value
for the
first
Iybrid made (no adjustment or selection was done) shows the degree of
:onfidence which can be placed in this type or circuit.
'lots of through path attenuation «'.1dB
'actor (21.59 1 '.'1 dB 1.5 - 3' MHZ).

1.5

3'

MHZ)

Coupling

>irectionality
i. the measurement of how well the hybrid can ieparate
forward. and rever.e samples.
)23 dB directional power meter, we need
~nly
to add two termination
resi.tor.
(5' ohm.)
and two diode
:letector•.
~ith a 21.6
dB (12:1
turn.
ratio)
coupling
factor
the forwards
termination dissipate. '.69' of the forward. power so two 1" ohm 1/2W
re.i.tors in parallel would be ideal for u.e with up to 15'w continue.
carri.r tran.mitters
(5B'w PEP, unprocessed).
A good match gives zero reflected power.
just cause. the function of the two meters

Interchanging the RF ports
to be interchanged.

TwO 'meter. are really essential in this circuit, switching
one meter
merely
detracts
from the usefulness of the principle.
Note that the
principle of individual forwards and reflected power meters
which
do
not have a VSWR scale not do Bird Thruline meters, not in one needed.
If you know Forwards and Reflected power, you can esily
convert
to
Return Loss (or VSWR) if you really wish.
Return

Loss =

1111log
10

(Reflected
Power
Forward power)

KANGA KIT VERSION
The protographs
and dlagrams
refer to the Kanga Kit version of the
Power Meter.
ThlS kit includes all that is shown in the "head" of the
meter
including
the case,
the speclal
cores
for 11/2
and all
components. Two self adhesive scales are provided for the kit with two
ranges: S watts and 20 watts FSD.
This scale is designed for use with
the MAPLIN ~0uA Meter type FM98G,
ThlS meter is amongst the cheapest
Quality
meters available.
Several prototypes bUllt with these meters
showed excellent accuracy.
KIT PRICE 10 CLUB MEMBERS

(exc meters)

£13.95

(post (1) from Kanga.
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i = standoff In.ulators
=12t. PVC covered'wire - see text
Fit a tag on out. ide of ca.e at S for Meter Negat.
A = '" ohm low Inductive Ae.istors,
o = Schottky Diode.
Feed ~hru Capacito~. \ any value ""
- 2••••• pF
TllT2

/0.

o
WATTMETER SCALES (5w • 2 •• FSD)
Stick-on
Scales
2 supplied
with
kit
These
are
for
use with
the
stated
value.
of R2 and R3 in
tha
article.
Alternative
higher
(up to about
2•• w) or
lower
full
scale
deflections
can be had by
changing
R2 and R3.
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o
A fUll

for' ~t_
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r.ngtI oF aHtCE
I'O..Nl W1'\lIENT5
.~ Protot..,,11lQ••••

iVrF.c. /'tunt T.chrology _k..
cirOJIt
F.brlc.tlon •• a/ •••• rtd qJick •••.• rtd la Ht"'H
CDWtruct/on
e.c:hn/~ of
Uw
'~' •• S'fT
I. ,..,"ticuJ.rly auit.bJ. for (R' work.

Q.FER I£W 9"0 \.€RSID'o/CF F~
IUltEN RECIE\.€R.
OH'NED PF GAIN" CN-1lOMO LI129JI REaLAT~.
w:R<S JX)oN TO :5.5V. lD1 " 4Ol'1\.€RS10'0/5 _llAlLE
(Pl.EAEE STATE~I~
REQlIREDI(PCB ".01 • 2.JCHI
PCB IN) ~
aHtCE
I'O..Nl [£VICES••• PRICE 1:22.95
9'1) Prot.cboard

(:5mI'

J.9cIII1.

9'1) KITS. A rang.
Of flitI~IC

.

As_ly

Jig

EJ
. .
.,
•.

.

2-pol.
I<FiER

ldul

of PCB kit.

~
to ~t

b5CHz •• C5.:50

91 circuit
\'<lU

Into

dItvtIlopIlIInt ••••• C1.b5
_face

PF A.., Starter

orount.

SY5TEt1I CapaclU_
Ta.och. Paddl ••• £IJ.'l5
l...olc Korver" •••••••••••••
£'J. 95

to hold ItOI In place

•••.•
1I.t

soldering

==

KIl •• C6.BO'

Indeapenalbl

•••• £It ••:50

SI1) CATAlOGlAf:' KIT LIST •• SEN) SO> TU~
PosTAGE ETC
SIIE F~ KIT LI.s,r •••••.
MAIL <RlER KlDRESS:
lI\IEllPOOl lb..
~AT
SANK£\, ......,.lI(jT~. OESHIRE.
U.
TELEPHONE:09~
72 7848 EVENINGS. (CALLERS BY APPOINll"ENTI.

.m..•
...,-.

.

-

-

/1.
AN 5.M.D. IAMolC t;[yEIlSY5TlM (""''' 1)
J~ck Glennon Q4lQK and nl11
Mooney G3VlU
.
Jatk
: My inlcr"er.l
lies
in slmnlr.
minl.,:. •...
r:;:f~l~ ar.p rra"~c.el',.p.rs
LJu:
was
not happy about the acces50ries
(keyer ATU etc) belny \br~er .~an
the rig. Having built several rigs with internal keyers, I de~lded
to
build
a keyer
and touch
paddle
which would form the basls of any
future project.
I obtained SMD components through
Bill of O~ue no~e Electronics
~nfJ
designed the layout to be as small
as possible.
The size of my keyer
section Is just 1 1/4" x 1 3/16" I 'eft enough room for a tt,ermos
flask!
.
Footnote: ,f G3ROO huilds this on
a ," SQuare PCB then I will jump
in the canal (I also lied about the
Thermos Flask!!)
t(6
PROTOTYPE

OF G4ZQK

KEYER

S.H.D. CAPACITIVE TOUCH PADDLE:
G3VZU
This Touch Paddle unit to the PCB designed by Jack
(G4ZQK)
will
run
most
IAMBIC
circuits,
a sidetone is Included and would normally be
keyed on and off by the IAMBIC circuit
Most
of the work
is done
by a single
4Gl46 IC. ICla is a 6GlkHz
oscillator fed to the touch paddles. Each paddle is two capacitors
in
series
made
from
double
sided
PCB.
The connection between these
capacitors is the touch plate. Touching (grounding) the plate
reduces
the 61kHz
signal
going
to IClb or e. 01 and 02 rectify the outputs
such that gates IClc and f have a "I" on their
inputs
inverting
to
turn
TRs
2 & 3 off.
VRI (& 2) Is adjusted to the point where the
schmitt will switch to a low output state in absence of AC
(touching
paddle).
This gives a high output on pin 8 (or 6) turning on TR2. The
low dropout regulator gives excellent
battery
life.
The
sidetone
oscillator
Is really an independant circuit on the same PCB switched
by the main keyer board.
THE CIRCUIT AND THE SMD PCB LAYOUT ARE FOR
THE BLUE ROSE ELECTRONICS kiT VERSION (SEF. ADVERT THIS ISSUE)
THE SMD IAMBIC KEYER WILL APPEAR IN THE NEXT ISSUE
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'TOUCH PADDLE COMPONENTS
Res lators
RI
lllk 12116'
chip
R,4,
47'k 12.6 chip
R3,5
47k 12116chip
R6,7,8.
3k3 1286 chip
R9
4k7 12116chip
VR1,:,3,
5'k Trimpot 3:'4
Capacitors
Cl,2,5,6,7,8,9 47n 1:'6 chip
C3
22uF Tant
C4
3.3nF
12'6 chip
CI',11
4.7uF Tant
Devices
01,2
BA532 MELF SHD
TRI
BCw3' PNP SOT23
TR2,3
BCw32 NPN SOT23
ICI
lH2931 508
IC2
4'.'6 SHD
IC3
lM~86 SMD

•

r
r

HElf
Disd.

SIMPLE PADDLE UNIT
A sturdy paddla unit may be built
as shown from two pieces of
double
sided PCB and a short length of T
Section
DIY aluminium extrusion.
The PCB spaces are made with saw
cuts. A hole In the centre of the
aluminium
support
carries
the
leads, almost out of sight,
into
the box. Polish the copper and
spray with PCB lacquer. A dlecast
bo~
Blmbox
5•• 2 will take the
paddle and a PP3 Battery and will
also hold
the SMD IAMBIC keyer
board.
PI6 Knobpots are used to
conserve spsce
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111£ SilO
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size
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laabic Keyer Board
11111 RooBey
C)YIU

ne _eyer follov. the circuit offered by G4ZQK in a preYiou. IPRAT .nd
viii giye full IAMBIC operation vith po.itiye _eying output fro- an
open collector.
Thi. i. ea.ily -edified for negatlY.
_eying.
Th.
uBit i. yery •• all and along vith
the touch paddla unit can b.
incorporated into eyery rig you build.
C"OS operation
.n.ure.
yery
low curr.nt
in the .icro ••p. range. In the circuit po.iti •• pull up
r•• i.tor. are included .0 that ,rounding the inpute viii produce
the
required
dot. or da.he..
It viii vork vith all .echanical IAMBIC
-eyer. but vor_. yery veil vith the capacitiye touch paddle
d••cribed
In the lakt i••ua of IPRAT.
lETTING UP AWD TIlTING
It. collector
need. • load
Arran,e to -onitor the output fro. TRZ.
conDectioD
to +ve.
Th. control input to the .id.tone o.cillator on
the paddle PCII vould provide .uch by vay of 119. A •• all bulb or LED
vith 1_ re.i.tor vould al.o .uff~ce.
IAIIIIICDYD COMPOIODIT LIST
lIe.i.tor.
Ill, liZ, II)
114
115
Jbl

bx

100_
10_
U7
.ero ohD J_per
.ero ohD,J_per

.i ••

1206 chip re.i.tor
1206 chip r••i.tor
1206 chip re.i.tor
1206
1206

.i ••

1206 _Hilay.r
1206 .ultllay.r

Capacitor.
CI, CZ,
C)

In"
lOOn"

Di04 ••
Dl

lR4141

Tran.i.tor.
Till
TIIZ

IICWJZ
ICll54

SOTU IfPIf
SOTZJ IfPH

Integrated Circuite
ICI, ICJ
ICZ, IC5
IC4

4011
4027
4001

SOil SKU
SOl SKU
5011 SKU
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PCBJmml
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See The Layout in SPRAT 62

KIT OF PARTS FROM OLUE ROSE ELECTRONICS:

SEE AOVERT
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I de.igned the circuit in figure 1 with high perfor-ance and lo~ co.t
a. .y objective..
A nwaber of publi.hed circuit. that reflect .i.ple
circuitrr are dreedful perfor-er. in a nuaber of way..
For ex ••ple,
the output wavefor- i. anything but the de. ired .ine wave.
Al.o, the
efficiency i. poor and the CN note is often chirpy, clicky or both.
There i. alao tbe .atter of inatability, which is all too co •• on. The
principle cau.e of inferior performance is poor deaign.
So.e •• ateur.
atte.pt
to apply vacuua-tube deaign concepts to transistors.
Dis.al
perfor-aoce reaulta.
clickf and chirpy signal. are frequently
beard
fro.
b08 •• ade ORP equip.ent, owing to deaign faults.
The circuit in
figure 1 overC08es tbeae co•• on maladies.
It produces a good
output
aine wave,
it doe. not chirp and it haa a keyed output wavefor- that
ia abaped to avoid clicks.
The CJzcuit
A Colpitts
oacillator i. used at 01. The output network is de.igned
for a loaded 0 of 5 to belp
auppres.
haraonic
current..
It i.
de.igned
to .atcb 1000 to 50 obas.
Cl allows approxi.ately 4 kHz of
frequency .bift at 7 KHz. A plated AT-cut crystal is used (les. sbift
for a .urplus rr-243).
C3 rounds off the sharp cornera of the keyed
wavefortrailing
edge
to eliainate
clicks
on tbe break.
R3
supprea.e.
VHF paraaitic. wbich were observed on the output waveforfrca 01 prior to adding tbe resistor.
A ferrite bead .ay be used
in
place of R3.
01 and it. associated circuitrr can stand alone a. a ORP transaitter.
The
50 oha antenna
connects
to C7 and all circuitrr after C7 i.
oaitted.
Power output varies fro. 30 to 80 .W, depending
upon
the,
setting of C5. Tbe cleane.t wavefor- occurs when C5 i. nearly at full
.e.b.
A dip in collector current indicates circuit resonance.
The 01
output
power .ay be reduced by .aking R4 larger in value, sbould you
want to reduce tbe power below 30 mN.
Up to 0.5 vatt of output
power
is possible by adding Tl and 02
circuit.
Tl provides an approximate match between the oscillator
and
tbe input
of the class C amplifier, 02. This ensures .axi.ua power
transfer and proper perfor-ance of the 01 tuned circuit.
A ferrite
bead
on tbe base lead of 02 prevents parasitic oscillation of 02.
Tbis is iaportant if your transaitter has fairly long RF leads.
The
02 output filter has a lov-pass response and is designed to .atcb the
144-oha collector iapedance to a 50-aha antenna.
The loaded 0 of this
netvork
i. also 5.
The design
cutoff
frequency i. 7.3 KHz.
I
specified tbe nearest standard capacitor values
for CIO and Cll.
Output
power
fro. 02 varies froa 300 to 500 mN, depending upon the
set ting of C5 and the value. of R4.
.
The
2"4400s
were chosen for this circuit because they are rugged and
cheap.
Tbey can be purcbased 1n the USA
for as little
a. 9 cent.
apiece.
You can ruggedize
the 02 stage by using two 2"4400. in
parallel.
02 in .y transaitter does not feel war- to the touch,
even
at 0.5-N output,
key down
for 5 .inutes.
The 2"4400 and 2"4401
transistors
(botb ere suitable)
are rated
at 625 . aN
.axiaua
dissipation.
"axi.ua continuous collector current is 600 mA. The fT
is rated at 200 KHz ainiaua.
"axi.ua Vceo is +40 V dc.
It i. okay to
aubstitute
2"2222A
tranaiators
for tbe 2"4400s.
There are numeroua
otber low-co.t transistors that aay be used in the figure 1 circuit.
S~C~nt.
There is no reaaon why thia circuit can't be .odified for use on other
HF band..
I teated it on 80 and 20 meters, and good perfor-ance waa
bad. The velue
of C2 should
be acaled
in accordance
witb
the
capacitive reactence (XC. 150 ohas).
This the feedback capacitor and
its value is critical to reliable oscillation and a chirp-free note.

18.
The Ql tuned circuit and tho QZ output filter conatanta coy be acaled
olao b7 uaing the reactonce valuea for thoae parta.
no other
circuit-choogoa
aro noceaaary.
Thia tranacitter Day bacoca a bit "contrary"
vith rogard to chirp if it iD uaod on 15 and 17 cetera.
It depend a to
a greater
oxtent
upon the fundncental cryatal uaed and tho value of
CZ.
"y firat QSO vith thia circuit VOD on 7015 kHz. A 07 in Soattlo. OA_
ooavorod cy CQ and gavo co on ns~ 569 report at 1900 z. I vaa uaing
cy 160 coter
horizontal loop (at 50 feot) vith tunod feodora and on
ATU.
not bad for a 1500-eilo path in oarly afternoon I
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Figure
1 - Circuit for the 40 ceter. 0.5-0 ORP tranacitter.
DeciDal
value capacitora are in uFo Other a are in pr. Cl ~a a 100-pF
air
variable.
C5 ia a 100-fr cocpreaaion tri~or.
Ll haa J4 turna on no.
ZD enocel wiro on an Acidon T50-6 toroid coro.
LZ han Z9 turna of. no. -ZD enocel wire on a T50-6 toroid.
FDl ia on 050 cu cini ferrite bood.
'RrCl ood RFC Z oro cinioture
ferrito
coro nr choke a (Houaer
Electronica).
Reaiatora ore 1/4-0 carbon file or corbon cocpoaition.
Tl iD a 4,1 iapodooco ratio
broadband
tronaforaer
vith
lZ priaory
turnD of no. Z6 onceol wiro on on Ac1don FT-J7-4J forrito toroid (850 __
eu). The aecondary contoina 6 turnD of no. Z6 viro.
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CONV~NTXON

1991

The Convontion ia at tho Ponguin Hotel, Davontry, on Septocher Z9th.
ThiD ia on event that ve hovo hod difficulty in ataffing in the paat.
Any cecber vho intonda to bo thoro and would like to help vith a club-atood, ploaDe vrite to GJRJV.
DDIAD CAS'I'LZlG4Dn' 065
00 regrot
to ODDounCe tho doath of Drian on Doxing Day. folloving a
cycle occident on Chriatcna eve.
Drion WaD a kOOD club aochor
and 0 __
vory
active
local radio
centour.
Ho vill be eiaaod by hiD cony
ocntour radio friondD in :ont and boyond.
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'PEBBLE CRUSHER' MODIFICATIONS
UPDATES TO THE PEBBLE CRUSHER TRANSMITTER

BY W1 FB IN SPRAT 66

TONY LYMER GMODHD
16 Gerson Park, Greendykes Road, Broxbum, West Lothian, EH52 6PL
I was allracted to the rebble Crusher transmiller by Doug DeMaw's comments aboul signal qualify, and
chirp etc., but when I completed it, I found that I could .only get abOUI 200mW outpul. I traced Ihe
problem to the output matching circuil and analysed the circuil given. Unfortunately, the component
values did not agree with the transformalion from 144. ohms to SO ohms with a loaded Q of S. The
recalculated values are shown in Fig.l. to the neareSI prefered values. LI was wound with I S turns on a
Micrometer. TSO-6 core. I found that the inductance range can vary by a factor of 2: I between
c1osewound turns and turns widely spaced on the core. The laller gives Ihe correct impedance, according
to the manufacturer's data. T.he 144 ohm. Q-S nelwork gave 0.74 wailS output with 14MHz at .JOdD,
and 21Mlh at •.••4 dB. I had a lillie trouble adjusting the network., as the correct loading does not occur
at the point of maximum output when adjusting the coil. I set it up using a network analyzer.
FIG.I. NEU OUTPUT NCTUORK FOR PCBBLC CRUSHCR

<J:l:

111 OHnS
TO 02

:t: 'Y'V""V'"\:l::l:~
LI

SllOHMS OUT~UT TO liNT.
C1 'UIIIC ~ L [OaSI

Cl

] Rep'ece cia

~~

22epr

CS

nip" ]
Illiapr Repleoe CII
luN [IS turne on TSI-B

C1
LI

rep'acae L2

.

I ~entually added InOt~er oulput ~evice in p~a1lel wilh Q2, and used two cascaded 'half. wave' networks .
Wl\~ a low.er Q of I ~,g.2.].
TJ.'is gave an Increase in the output power to I.JSW., using 2N2219A
devices, WIth small cbp-on heatslnk. and a 12V power supply. The extra sections of this filler are
necessary as the lower Q factor decreases the allenuation of the transmiller harmonics. The harmonic
levels I measured were: 14MHz, -49 dB, and 21MHz, -64 dB. relative 10 Ihe carrier level. No other
outpUll were less than 70dD down.
'10 2. OUT~UT NtTUDRK rOR INCR[IIStO OUTruT
AND 8ETTER HAR"ONIC

SI OHns
TO 02

CUPPR[CCION

SI OHnS TO liNT.
UIII 12 , t.o RrC2

I ---- IT
----------:l.
C& 1llpr
C&
C7
L2
La

B21pr Cor tBBBpF]
nlpr
1.luM Ct6\urna 168-2]
L2]

I..

lOa 1 I

'~ANTCNNA
To RII
.

Finally I added a change-over relay 10 the oulpul
and had only one remaining problem: how 10 flet on
another Iransmission withoul radiating significant
power. This was solved by using the remaining
relay contact to connect a SO resistive load to Ihe
Iransmiller when swilched 10 receive. This reduces
the frequency excursion thaI OCQJrs due 10 lhe
change in load on the oscillator. when Ihe output
slage loading changes. This is shown in Fig.J.
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N[flING CIRCuit
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THE SUPER

TEE ANTENNA

TUNER

D.A. (Mllto) I'f.lchllOIW3TS
POB 693. Church Lono, HcllfllX, PA 17032-0593, U.S.A.
I hive been lryinll U1tenna luners for most of my hem c:ueer tnd now 611=11y
setlled down to this one
circ:uit. It is based on I tuner by DJ2LR tM! wu wrillell up in QST December 1974 plge 48 and
ELECTRONIC DESIGN 19 Seplember 13, 1975 pese 96.
I lMde II few chtnges to improve il for low power use. I use 7 slide 'Swilches (I think toggle switc:hea
would work just u 8000 II QRP) and 7 sepulte inductors to get I 1=r8e rllnge of indue:tane:e while
kecpinll I high Q. By using sep&r&leindue:torstMt ere shorted oul when not needed you do not 8et the
"shorted tum" elrec:t tMt lowers the Q. This then keeps the tuner losses very low, which i. importmt
when you ere usin8 only I few milliwens. It &110is muc:h euier to reset the tuner under c:ontell operetill8
c:onditions. (I used II roller indue:tor on I prototype. bul it tekes I lon8 lime to c:renk /Tom low induc:tenc:e
to I hiuh indue:t&nc:e.) lIMY build MOlher using releys end diode programmins from push bullon ~
swilc:hea for c:onlest use.
Another modific:elion IMt I made w:.s to Domtlhe low side of the circ:uit tbove Wound. This WilYyou c:IIn
tune N1enced lines with it. I hive c:hec:Icedthis for belllnc:e with I ample feed line c:urrent sempier usina
two ferrile cores and the tuner does not eppeer to c:cuse My imbmlenc:e. When you went to tune c:ocx or
random wire tnlennas, ell you Mve to do i. jumper the low lide to Wound.
Bec:wse the low side of the tuner i. DOlling cbove llJound you must IlIIlII&lethe du=l 365 pF tunina
c:apecilor Ii'om the c:h:.ssis. I hive used two methods 10 do this. One WilYis to use double sided .picture
Mounling. foem I&pe. At QRP Power levels up to 50 WIllS this worU fine. The other WilYis to mount
the C&pecitorto I piece of plulic and then mount the plutic 10 the c:husis. Be sure to use e I~ge plutic
tuning knob with I deeply set sc:rew 10 you don't get tn RF bum when tunina belllnCed lines with the low
side of the tuner Dolling. Of c:ourse II Dexible insu1&ledshd\ c:oupler could be used.
This tuner e1W11y1
opereles U II low plW circuit and does nol hive My felse metc:h modes thet present
high circ:ulctina current. To edjust the tuner, I set the duel 365 ecpllcitor fully meshed but don't switc:h in
the cxtnI 660 pF of ecpc.ciWlce. Then I IIert with the lowest induc:tence and work up tiD I lieu 1\ lIOise
peak in RX. Then I supply TX power and edjust Lande for the best RJIItc:h.Sorne times the best RJIItc:h
is h=d when ell the L is swilc:hed out.
For Field OilYthe lut few yeera two of these tuners hAve been used to metc:h ell types of tntennu. So
far. nothing has been found thlt c:ennot be malched. Of course the lonlltr and higher your enlenIIA the
betler it will work. bul ir'you only have I low short wire lhisluner should get lhe moll power into it.
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COIL SET FOR 1.5uH : CAP SET FOR 14 (Log Sc~Io Rot. Only)
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WIDE RANGE VXOs FOR 80. 40. 20 and 10 METRES
Angel Geraslmov LZ1SM
Bl.234 WH.2, Mladost. 2, 1799 SOFIA, Bulgaria
Using Ihe ideas su88ested by IIa-Jo Brandl, DJllD, (Ref I), I buill and lesled discreet elemenl VXOs
using crystals on 3543 KHz, 7055, KHz.. and 9390 KHz. The mosl imponanllhing Ihal I achieved was a
wide fiequency swing combined wilh good frequency slabilily. I used a modified Clapp oscillator at a
fiequency lower than the crySlal frequency. On 3S4) and 70~~ I used commercially made rf chokes. On
9)90 KHz I used a home made) section choke wound on a fcmle rod wilh an induclancc of 11.2microHenries. It was made in ) puts, as the Q musl be low, wilh no pronounced resonance (we think Angel
mans 3, scramble-wound sections Ed).
During my experiments I found that the conelalion bel ween the capacilor and the induclor was very
imponanl. The capacilor needs 10 be about 50 to 60 pF. A variable capacilor of good mechanical
construction was used. The required inductance depends upon the frequency (see later).
Ha.Jo used a capacilor of 250p and achieved a frequency swing of II KHz on )597 KHz. I used a
capacilor of 6Op, and achieved a frequency swing of )OKhz on )54)Khz.
Without compromising frequency slability (Ihe maximum drift ofthe third harmonic was less !han 100 Hz
per hour) I achieved the following frequency swings:3534 KHz.. 3S14. 3S44kHz. (1..-324 uH. made from 2S0 + 30 + 30 + IS)
705S KHz. 7007 • 70S0 KHz. (1.-60 uH. made from 20 + 20 + 20)
9390 KHz 9320 - 9390 KHz. (1.-1.2 + II. 2 + I. 2 ull)
It is possible to obtain larger swings, but this degndes stability. There is allO lOme change in stabilily
with frequency. It is best al the high end of the frequency swing. After a S minule wum up period
typicaJ drift is S - 10 Hz per 10 minutes, measured on a laboralory type frequency counler. I recommend
this VXO to anyone requiring a wide frequency swing wilh good stability.
Refs; H. Brandl. •A wide Range 110Metre VXO •. SPRAT No 70. Pages 16 - 17
Editorial nole. Different crystals, even of the same Iype, often exhibit differing frequency swings when
used in VXO ciraJils, 10 the above resulls may not be reproduced when other crystals are used.

LZlSM
7MHz UERSION
OF OJIZ8 UXO

L
FINDING THE INTERNAL RESISTANCE OF UNMARKED METERS
DaveAcrlll GODJA

r~

U

L
l

L
L

104 Durkar Lane, Crlggleston, Wakefield, WF4 3HY

Cheap meters are available from most RAlly Flea markets and
salviged from old equipment. However, many of these meters do
not hive the value of the internal resistance: of the meter marked on
them. This makes ea/cullting the necessary series or shunt resistors
needed to use the meter iri I new circuit.
It is not I good idea to try and measure the inlernal resislance: using
an Ohm meier connected Icross the meter terminals IS this will just
bounce: the needle of the meter Igainst the end stop and possibly
dlllUlge it or bum out the meter coil.

+9v

lI.t.,.
und.r
t ••t

lilv

The internal meier resistance: can be found using the circuit in figure 1. The variable resistor R V I is sct
to its maximum value and the meier to be tested inserted into the circuit. RV I is then reduced until the
reading on the meter it It half scale. Next various resistors between about I k ohm and 100 ohms are
inserted IcrOSSthe meier terminals. The reading on the met~ will probably move. If the reading
increases then the shunt resistor is a higher value then the internal resistance: orthe meter, a reduction in
reading means thlt the shunt resistor is lower than the internal resistance. No movement means that the
shunt resistor is the same value as the meier internal resistance.
M an alternative, use I variable resislor instead of swlpping resistors for RJ. Then remove the varilble
from the circuit and measure its resistance: using an ohm meter.
This system is not absolutely precise as the shunt resistor alters tlie voltage developed Icross the meier
terminals and this wiD slightly reduce the meier reading. However, most melers only develop some 300
mV IcrOSStheir terminals at full scale and since the supply voltage is 9v the effect of adding the shunt
resister R I issmaJl.

HC6U

ADAPTER

Gerald Stancey G3MCK 14 Cherry Orchard, Staines, TW182DF
I mlde this Idapter to allow me to use wire ended xtals in HC6IU sockels.
but the following notes may help.
I. Remove the weening can, by unsoldering the
base seal, liom a useless HC6IU Xtal. Then remove
the Xtal.
2. Cut and drill the pcn as shown.
3. Solder in the wire ended Xtal.
4. If necessary file aWlY the lip of Ihe HC6IU to
ensure that the legs protrude through the PCB
S. Solder the PCB to Ihe legs of the old HC61U. If
the legs of the old He6IU are too short I suggest
you lengthen them using brass tube /Tom I model
shop.
In which case it is probably better not to file IWlY
the lip from the base.
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THE MICRO-BO
Borodln

RV3GM

MINI-TRANSCEIVER
P.O. Box 229, L1petsk 43, U.S.S.R.

Oles olTers mernbcrSlhe circuil of his minialure MICRO-SO Transceiver which is produced in kh form by
his smmJlcompany Radio-S. The circuil is e simple QSK Iransceiver for 80 mel res which could be
adapled for olher bands by changing tryslals and Land C in 04. The devices quoled are Russian types
but any generic transislors should perform in the circuil. QI-l would probably work wilh DCI08 and
perhaps a 2Nl866 for Q4. The rfchoke is e.round lOOuH and could be home-wound wilh 180 lums of
0.1 nun wire on a % wall resislor of high value: say over 400K. L is wound with 18 turns [S+ Il) of
O.llnun wire on an Bmm former wilh ferrile core. Oleg's suggesled layoul is used on a PCD SOx lSnun.
He "ya, 's thislhe world's smallesl transceiver l'

XTAL OSC

PA/MIXER
+12"

1t1

6n:C
AF AMP

RlJ3GM

MICRO-80

THE HB9ADQ MUTLIBAND DELTA LOOP:

A Plea from W5QJM.

Main Reference. Simple Low Cosl Wire Anlenpas. Orr. 1990 cdn. p.60
•
Several varialions of Ihis anlenna [all claiming 10 original) have appeared in abbrevialed form in US
magazines, none has been complele In fact Ihe more anicles lhal hive run. Ihe less and less is said lboul
the anteMa and how il works I No one has ciled the source of this design or olherwise olTered an
explanltion of more than is seen in the Orr ref While there is general Igreemenl about the dimensions of
the loop proper. there are variltions in feeder length and methods of feeding. •• occurs to me this would
be a good design for QRPers wilh limited spice. I would like 10 Iry it too. bul have neither Ihe
inclination 10 re-invent the wheel by duplicating HD9ADQ's work to "rrive II Ihe lime poinllS he did.
CAN ANYONE HELP?

Fred Bonavita, W5QJM, Box 2764, San Antonio,

Texan 78299.2764, USA

r
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L Doug- Hendricks,
MEMBER PROFILE:

KI6DS

r\

I am 45 years old and work as a biology teacher and girl's
coach at Dos Palos High School. My wife and I have 2
daughters, the oldest attends Merced Junior College and the youngest
will be a senior in high school next year. I was born and raised in
'Kansas, moving to California in 1985. I have 2 college degrees, one
in Physical Education and one in Physical science with a major
. emphasis in Physics and Chemistry. I have worked in broadcasting,
having been the General Manager of a 1000 watt AM station for 5 years
in Kansas. No other member of my family is a ham nor have they ever
expressed a desire to.be one. They don't know the fun that they are
missing.

L basketball
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I have been a ham since 1976, when I was WBOyVx and lived in the
great wasteland of electronics, Kansas. Things were a lot different
there than they are here in California.
First of all, the ham
.population density is not very high. When I was licensed, I lived in
a town of 7,000 people, and I was the fifth person in town to get a
ham ticket. Electronic parts were none existant, other than at a
Radio Shack, and you never ever saw components at a swap meet. In
fact, a big swap meet was 10 tables with 4 or 5 rigs total for sale
at the swap. When I moved to California in 1985, I thought that I had
died and went to ham heaven. I could not believe the repeaters, the
Foothill flea market blew me away, and radio clubs with over a hundred
members?

L
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I have always been interested in QRP, my first building project
a 15 meter tranSmitter, crystal controlled. I made 1 contact with
someone in Massachusetts, and never used it again. But it worked.
The problem that I had in Kansas was that no one offered me any
encouragement with QRP. Everyone said it was a waste of time, no one
will ever hear your signals, ad nauseum. Then I met Jim, WA6GER, of
. Sacremento through a packet want requesting copies of the QRP columns
in CQ and 73. Jim answered and sent me tons of material, including
several back issues of the QRP Quarterly. Reading the QRP Quarterly
got me started in QRP. Now, I even supply the back issues of the
Quarterly for the new members who are interested in obtaining them.

L was
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My interests in QRP are building gear, although I am not very
good at it. You should see the projects that I have started and not
finished, finished and they did not work. Never throw those away,
, because they are a great source for parts. Haw Hawl I have built the
[. W7EL rig from Oak Hills Research. It is now called the sprite. It
is my all time favorite rig. Much superior to a HW-8 on 40 meters,
plus, I built it. Other projects include the "Ugly Transceiver" from
QST, NN1G 20 meter transceiver, LCK Transceiver from sprat, Simple
Frequency Counter from 93 ARRL Handbook (I use for a frequency display
[.'.on DC receivers), QRP mod to turn output down to 0 - 5 watts on the
Icom 735, homebrew paddle, homebrew Stockton Wattmeter, and a W3TS
antenna tuner.

L
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I love to build, and every time
is that I don't know very much. Many
transmitters and receivers frontwards
learn, but it Is a slow process.

that I do, I learn. My problem
of you reading this understand
and backwards. I am trying to
Hopefully, I will meet more

technically oriented people in the club who can help me. Another
thing that I like to do is collect information on QRP. I have copies
of every issue of Sprat from issue 048 to 073 (present) except 051,
and I have copies of every issue of QRP Quarterly from 1983 except
January 88, of which I have a copy but not the actual issue. If
anyone has copies of lSI Sprat or January 88 QRP Quarterly to sell,
I would be very
interested in purchasing them.
One more thing that I like to do is meet and talk QRP with other
QRPers. I will go almost anywhere to do that. Witness the fact that
my good friend WA6GER and I even went to Dayton this year. We are
going to go back next year, it was so much fun. I work mostly CW on
the bands, but once in a while will work SSB, but still QRP. The only
time that I have had my rig on 100 watts since the 1st of the year was
to prove that I was operating 20 milliwatts to a guy. I turned it up
to 5 watts and then to 100 so he could hear and see the difference on
his meter. Then he believed me. I enjoy ham radio, but I love QRP.
If you have any questions that you think that I might be able to
help you with, please feel free to contact me. My packet address is
KI6DS
e K6RAU.INOCAL.CA.USA.NA,
my
internet
address
is
dh6deneb.csustan.edu, and my US Postal Service address is 862 Frank
Ave., Dos Palos, CA. 93620. My phone number is 209-392-3522. 72,
Doug

DAYTON 93
By Doug Hendricks, KI6DS
862 Frank Ave.
Dos Palos, CA 93620
Have you ever read one of those magazine articles about someone
with a list of exciting adventures that they want to accomplish in
their lifetime? I have, and I also have a list of "goals" that I want
to reach. This year, I was able to achieve one that I have had ever
since I first became a ham in 1976. I went to DAYTON. Dayton is the
site of the largest hamfest in the United States, and the second
largest in the world. You just cannot imagine what it is like to
attend. There have been very few experiences that have lived up to
my expectations, but Dayton was one. I think that every ham should
attend, and especially every QRPer. The following article will tell
you how easy it is to do.
I was sitting in my radio shack one dreary wintry day in
December, thinking of what I would rather be doing. While browsing
through an old ham magazine, I saw an ad for the Dayton Hamvention.
I have always wanted to go, but just couldn't swing it. Te,achershave
a hard time getting off in April, which is when the hamvention is.
Then I thought, why not? I had never taken any personal leave days
in all my years of teaching, this waD the perfect use for them. Next,
I thought about the logistics, and my wife and family came to mind.
None of them are hams, in fact, they refer to me as "geek of the week"
when they want to give me a hard time. So, I contacted Jim, WA6GER,
my good friend in Sacramento. Jim is retired and pretty free to go
if he has all of his yard work caught up (that is a private joke).
When I contacted Jim, I suggested that we go to Dayton and stay with
the QRP gang from ARCI at their headquarter's hotel. Jim was game,

_ he said that he would take care of the plane tickets if I would
arrange for the hotel. We agreed on the arrangement and I got to
work.
I looked through my back issues of QRP Quarterly, and found out
_ that Myron Koyle was in charge of arrangements for reservations.
I
sent a check for $75 to reserve a room, and would pay the balance upon
arrival. We had reservations at the Dayton South Day's Inn. The
Dayton South part would be interesting on our arrival at the Dayton
Airport.
We arranged to fly out of Sacramento on Thursday and return on
Monday. Next year we will leave on Thursday again, but will return
on Sunday. We flew to Chicago and caught a smaller plane for the last
leg of the trip to Dayton. Guess what? The plane was full of hams
all going to Dayton. We arrived at the Dayton Airport, and as Jim
-went
to look for our luggage, I called the Day'S Inn Dayton South to
arrange for the shuttle to cornepick us up. Surprises were in store
for me. First of all, the Day's Inn does not have a shuttle service
and second, it is 25 miles south of the Dayton Airport. Great, now
what do we do. Luckily there is a shuttle service at the airport, but
~ it costs. I asked the guy what it would cost for 2 of us to go to the
Day's Inn Dayton South, and he told me $44.00. I told him that was
too much and could he give us a deal. He immediately drop the price
to $26. Let that be a lesson to you when you go to Dayton, prices are
negotiable I

_

_

We arrived at the hotel, checked in and went to our rooms.
You
have to understand that the only QRPers that we knew at the hotel were
each other. But, the QRP ARCI was hosting a hospitality room and Jim
and I decided to go check it out. We met the greatest group of people
that night. There were about twenty to twenty five people milling
about looking at several rigs that were on display. Dick from Oak
Hills Research was there with his product line. Karl from RadioKit
was there with 2 of the neatest little tranceiver kits you have ever
seen. Chris Hethorn, who used to run the Small Parts Place was there.
He was selling excess parts as he has gone out of business. What a
deal he had. MC1496's 2 for a dollar, SPOT Toggle switches e 4 for
a dollar. And several other bags of parts. Someone had a station set
up over in the corner. John Collins, KN1H, Jim Fitton, W1FMR, Jack
Frake, NG1G, and Randy Rand, AA2U, were all there. Dick Pascoe, who
runs Kanga Kits in England had a display. All of this qrp gear in one
room. And, all of these people who have written articles in QRP
Quarterly were here. They all made us feel very welcome, and they
were eager to answer our questions and to give us tips on what to look
for and see at the harnvention.

_

They told us that the next morning there would be a shuttle
service starting at 7:OOAM that would pick us up in front of the motel
and take us to the harnvention. It was free and one of the services
of the harnvention. If you go, I strongly suggest that you take
advantage of the shuttle buses and do not try to drive your car to the
Hara Arena, as there is just not any parking available there. You
will have to park at least a half mile away, and the shuttle buses
will deliver you to the front gate.

-

The first day at Dayton the commercial booths do not open until
noon, so you want to visit the flea market. There are over 3000 flea

market spaces, and they have every thing imaginable tor sale as tar
as ham gear goes. I like to go to flea markets with Jim, because he
has either owned or operated almost all ham rigs. Very rarely am I
able to question him about a radio that he doesn't mention that he
owned one of those once. One word of caution. Jim and I found that
the gear at Dayton is priced very dearly. In fact, if you are looking
for a bargain, stick with Livermore and Foothill. The prices are
negotiable though, and if you must have that special rig and find it,
you will have to decide whether or not it is worth it to pay the
prices.
If you are looking for components, there are some fantastic
bargains available.
I found capacitors, diodes, led's all at
ridiculously low prices. Jim and I worked our way through the flea
market and I purchased a gel cell for $1. Which did not turn out to
be a bargain at all considering I had to lug it around all day and
when I got it back to California, discovered it would not take a
charge. As Jim says, "Caveat Emptor".
Noon finally came and we struggled to get inside the Hara Arena
for the commercial exhibits. I was dumbfounded when I walked in. It
was wall to wall people, and it was like a living QST magazine. I
think that every advertiser that has appeared in a ham magazine for
the past 3 years was there. There are over 700 commercial booths
inside, and they are all there ready to sell you gear. We saw TenTec,
(with the new Scout on display), Yaesu, Kenwood, Azden, Alinco,
Standard, all the biggies were there. The program gives you a map,
and believe me, you need it to find your way around. Of course, Jim
did not use his, as he followed me everywhere and let me figure out
where we wanted to go.
Friday night the hospitality room at the QRP Hotel was really
hopping. The highlight for me was when Roy Lewellen, W7EL and Wes
Hayward, W7Z0I showed up. I have read articles by both of these men,
and they are world famous in QRP circles. Roy brought the original
W7EL with him and I was fortunate to operate it. Hopefully Jim got
a picture of that, but I am not sure. Jim went to bed about 10, but
I stayed until they shut the room down at 1:30 AM. It was a short
night, and when Jim rousted me out of bed at 8:00 the next morning,
it was raining.
One piece of gear that you most definitely want to take with you
to Dayton is a raincoat. It has rained on Dayton during the hamfest
for the past 8 years in a row. The locals say that it is rare to go
more than 3 days without rain in April. I believe them. When it
rains at Dayton, it rains. That puts a serious damper on the flea
market and everyone goes inside to the commercial booths. Jim and I
attended the QRP Forum Saturday, and it was standing room only. The
forum was interesting, as John Welch who developed the Techno Whizzy
that was in December 73 was there. Bill Hickox moderated and talk
about kits and homebrewing. Bill runs Tejas Radio, and sells a great
line ot kits. He is really a nice guy and very knowledgeable about
QRP. Fred Reimers, from FAR circuits was the third member of the
panel.
He answered questions about homebrewing.
If you need a
circuit board for a project that has appeared in a ham magazine,
contact FAR circuits, as they probably have the board.
Saturday night is the big night for the QRP ARCI group.

They

L
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have a business meeting for all the members, which usually lasts about
30 minutes. This year, the president, Paula Franke, gave a summary
of the year's activity for the club, and discussed other minor details
about next years hamvention. Then the fun begins. Several pizzas are
ordered, every chips in $5 or so, and there is a huge pizza party with
beer and sodas. I would say the crowd on Saturday night approached
200 people with several coming and going. The thing that impressed
Jim and I was how friendly everyone was.
They are all open to
questions, and they all want to show the latest project that they are
working on. Again, Jim went to bed around 10, I stayed until 1:30,
when the last group broke up and went to bed.

Sunday is the last day of the hamvention, and it starts to shut
down around 2 PM. This is the day that I spent running around, trying
; to remember all of the things that I wanted to buy. One piece of
[. advice that I have is to shop around on Friday, but buy on Saturday.
Several things that I was interested in purchasing were sold out on
Sunday. That is disappointing. Oh, it rained buckets on Sunday. All
of the flea market booths gave up and shut down. But there was plenty
to see inside, and besides, we wanted to attend the QRP forum Sunday
morning. Randy Rand, AA2U, who is one of the top contest operators
in the World, gave a very interesting presentation~
Randy has over
300 countries confirmed, all on QRPI Jim Fitton, W1FMR gave a short
presentation with some excellent advice on how to start a local QRP
club. He was one of the inspirations that pushed Jim and lover the
edge to start the NorCal QRP Club. Then Petr Doudera, OK1CZ gave a
really neat slide presentation showing shacks in Eastern Europe. Most
of the stations are either homebrew, or they are using WW2 surplus
gear.
Reallyl
In fact, most stations are probably tube, as
transistors and IC's are very hard to get. The amazing thing to me
was how poised and polished Petr was presenting a program in English.
I was thinking how difficult it would be for me to go to the Czech
Republic and do the same thing in their language. Petr is the force
behind the OK QRP club, and is quite famous in his own right. He
received QRP DXCC trophy #10 from Ade Weiss, and has DXCC QRP on three
bands.

l
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Jim and I left the hamvention around 2, and we were faced with
the dilemma of how to get back to the airport. OUr problem was solved
when we met yet another nice QRPer. Jim Johns, KAOIQT, was staying
the night also. I think that the three of us were all that remained
of the QRP group. He had a rental car and very graciously offered us
a ride to the airport Monday morning. We went to dinner, and then
spent the rest of the evening visiting with Jim. He works for Mitre,
and is one of those people who have the ability to explain complicated
things simply, so that even I can understand it. Monday morning, Jim,
[. Jim and I checked out of the hotel and drove to the airport. We said
our goodbyes, as Jim was flying to Boston, and Jim and I were going
home to California via O'Hare Airport in Chicago.
."""
We left Dayton at 11:30 AM and we landed in Sacramento at 3:00.
(We gained 3 hours flying west.) I said goodbye to Jim and drove home
[ to Dos Palos, arriving in time to teach my 7 PM night class. I was
tired but happy. The trip was one that I will treasure all of my
life.
Jim, WA6GER is the perfect traveling companion.
He is
" gracious, friendly, and a great conversationalist.
We had fun, and
" learned a lot about ham radio. The QRP ARCI group is without a doubt
[. the friendliest bunch that I have ever met. They made us feel welcome
and like we had known them for years.

L
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How much did all of this cost? The airplane ticket was $268, the
hotel was $75 per night, and I spent about $90 on food and that darn
airport shuttle. Jim and I split the cost of the room, so the trip
cost me about $500. That does not count the money that I spent on
buying kits and ham gear. Next year, will be a little cheaper as we
will come back on Sunday instead of Monday, saving the cost of 1
night's motel and a day's food on the road. I plan on saving the
money starting now, as Dayton gets in your blood, and I want to
return.
The reason that I want to go back is not just to attend the
hamvention.
If that was all that there was, I would not be going
back. The reason that I am going is to have the eyeball qso's with
all of the friends that I made at the QRP ARCI hotel headquarters.
One final note. I suggest that unless your wife is a ham, leave
her at home. You will want to see as much as possible, and there Is
nothing for your wife to see if she is not in to ham radio. She will
be bored, and will want to drag you away to do something else. Take
her to the mountains, promise her a weekend at the coast, but don't
take her to Dayton. Dayton is for 110\ immersion into ham radio.
Take my advice and take the trip.

MEMBER PROFILE: Jim Cates, WA6GER
Hil I'm Jim, WA6GER, a QRP'ER and hamswap addict. I have been
licensed since 1959, and have a General class ticket. I operate CW,
RTTY, and packet. Almost entirely QRP.
In the mid 1960's, booted off the low end of 20 CW, via incentive
licensing, I phased out from DX'ing, and went to VHF-UHF. With a lot
of technical help, home brewed and
converted surplus, finally getting A,B,C,D,and E on during one of the
ARRL VHF contests. That translates to 6,2,220,432, and 1296. I had
seven antennas twirling up on the roof, and a spider web of TV mast
guy wire. Sure was glad I did not live next door to me.
Later, I bought one of those four channel, two watt World Radio
Labs two meter FM transceivers; but as my hearing and consequent
interest in operating phone declined, I got involved in 40 meter CW,
QRP style. I built a crystal controlled 6AQS
transmitter, and a one tube converter for a BC-453, and had a lot of
fine QSo's during the late evenings. Later, I went solid state with
a GE-20/2N3866 rig on 40, and worked about every state west of the
Mississippi.
CUrrently, I am running one watt CW on 40, with an SP-1 Spider,
from an article in the Jan. issue of 73. I operate in the mornings,
and generally rouse someone for a ragchew. I also operate QRP RTTY,
but need five watts to keep my sked to Idaho Falls. However, on 20,
5 watts is approaching overkill.
I finally got around to joining the national QRP club (ARCI),
having become ashamed from bumming issues of the Quarterly. I
recommend all QRP'ERS become membero; the Quarterly itself is well
worth the modest dues, and supporting anything QRP is, ipso-facto, a
good thing.
I hope that as a new QRP club, we can promote fellowship among
ourselves, help each other, learn more, and enjoy more, thio
interesting, and to me, fascinating, challenging facet of ham radio.
72 and thank you. Jim, WA6GER

-
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Product Review: Lectrokit SPl Spider

-
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-

Jim Cates, NA6GER
3241 Eastwood Road'
Sacramento, CA 95821
The January '93 issue of 73 has a cover-feature construction
article by Mike Agsten, WA8TXT.
It is a QRP transceiver, crystal
control on .BOTH. transmit and receive. It is called the .spider.,
and can be set up for 80, 40, or 30 meters.
I read the article, mainly because I read everything related to
QRP. But my interest was not aroused, remembering all the frustration
of my crystal-controlled novice days.
Here the matter remained, until Forest, N6ZBZ put one of these
Spiders on 40, and asked me to listen for him, portable in Phoenix.
He was 05 copy, even though his antenna was a dipole only ten feet off
the ground. Good, solid, OSO.
This grabbed my attention like a ••.•. well, spider bite. Monkey
see; monkey do. So naturally I had to have one. On 40, of course,
my favorite band. I dug out the issue of 73; checked the old junk
box; got out some catalogs to price a couple of needed parts.
Gazooksl These minimum order restrictions I Forget itl And I'm not
one for kits; too many irritating experiences.
But hark I A footnote, Lectrokit has the board and all surface
mounted parts for ••. for only twenty nine dollars? Hey, for twenty
nine bucks, I'm starting to like kits.
This one arrived quickly, like return mail? So, let's snip open
this padded envelope and find out what is inside.
To begin with, the instructions are so complete as to make
assembly 99% foolproof. Definitely a beginner's proj ect. (Blushingly
I confess I am the reason why the kit is not 100% foolproof.I managed
to install 06 upsid~ down on the board; not easy with the overlay clearly marked - right in front of me.)
The instructions and the parts are in separate plastic envelopes.
And when I say instructions, I mean with CAPITAL LETTERS.
Like
sixteen pages; everything from how to read resistor and capacitor
values to a drilling template. Pictorial diagrams, schematic; it's
all there. Simply too much to permit a detailed description; so, let
the table of contents suggest the extent:
1. Fundamentals of component installation
2. PC Board Assembly
3. Band Selection
4. Top panel assembly and wiring
5. Tune-up and operation
6. In case of difficulty
7. Schematic diagram
8. Mechanical drawings
9. Pictorial wiring diagram
10. PC parts overlay
In addition to all the above, step by step, check-off assembly
instructions, making this the most failure-proof kit since Heath.
Is the kit complete? Bet your sweet patootie it is. How about
solder included, and even an abrasive pad to scour the circuit board
to remove the fingerprints you put on it while turning and eyeballing.
All parts are there. None of this typical product review stuff, "r
phoned XYZ company and they sent the missing parts ••••etc •• This kit
is complete; r mean no missing parts. and, they are supplied in bags,
permitting bitesized assembly chunks, letting you follow a logicalsequence assembly.
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Ok, so now it is all assembled. How easy is it to tune up?
Apple pie. Peak one transformer for RF out, one for maximum
received signal strength (loudness). That's it. Period.
How well does this rig work? Is it practical? Yes, oh yes,
yes, yes. In a month of casual operating, around 0800-0900 Pacific
time, on my two crystal frequencies, 7120 & 7125, I have worked and
confirmed seven states, and snag a qso almost every day.
At night there are the usual foreign broadcast problems, same
as you hear from your megabuck rig. But I've worked east to the
Great Lakes, on an average night.
Is one watt enough? Believe me, 559 to 599 reports are
common. Do you need a cw filter? After all, the receiver bandpass
is admittedly a tad broad. Hey, this is a simple rig. Naw, the
best filter is the one between your ears. Learn to use itl
I now have three Lectrokit Spiders. And they have put fun
back into hamming. I love the challenge, one watt, crystal
.control, forty meter QRM and QRN. But honestly, it isn't that big
a deal; no fish in a barrel, but entirely practical. And, if 40
isn't your cup of tea, put yours on 80 or 30. You'll love it, and
that's a promise.
*Lectrokit, 401 W. Bogard Rd., Sandusky, OH 44870
SP1-BBM: Bare PC board with manual •...•..•••••.$12 postpaid
SP1-PC: PC board, manual, all PC board parts •••.$29
SP1-Kit: Complete kit, including case ••••...•.••$39
SP1-AT: Assembled Spider, 80, 40, or 30 .•..•••••$59
AF-1: Audio bandpass filter kit ••••.•••.•.•.•••• $6
Shipping (Except SP1-BBM) ••••••..•••••••••..•••• $4
Ohio residents add 6% tax

WANT ADS WANT ADS WANT ADS WANT ADS WANT ADS
For Sale: .Ugly Tranceiver Kits. All parts needed to construct the
transceiver featured in the 93 handbook designed by Wes and Roger
Hayward. $45, postage paid. Does not include PC board, available
from Far Circuits. Only 5 available. Doug Hendricks, KI6DS, 862
Frank Ave., Dos Palos, CA 93620.
For Sale: QRP Quarterly Reprints.
I have all of the large format
issues of the QRP Quarterly available as reprints. They are bound in
1 year editions, (4 issues per year), with a heavy cardstock cover.
Special Price: $73 postage paid in US, $100 foreign, for complete 8
volume set 1985 - 1992. Individual years are $10 per year plus $3
postage. Doug Hendricks, KI6DS, 862 Frank Ave., Dos Palos, CA 93620
WANTED: Small Format Issues of QRP Quarterly prior to 1985. I am
trying to collect a complete set and would like to either purchase or
borrow to make copies. I will pay shipping both ways and promise to
guard them with my life if you let me borrow to make copies. Doug
Hendricks, KI6DS, 862 Frank Ave., Dos Palos, CA. 93620. 209-392-3522.
WANTED: Hams who are interested in QRP. Meet us monthly at the
Livermore Swap Meet. Booth will be located by the Concession Stand.
No Business Meeting, No Dues, Just QRP Show and Tell. Come and share
with others who are interested in QRP. Bring your projects and your
questions. All are welcome. Booth opens at 9:00 AM.
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J?roc the Ed! tor
by Douq Bondricks, KI6DS
862 Frank Avo.
Doa Paloo, CA 93620
209-392-3522
KI6DS Q K6RAU.OCBDCA.CA.USA.RA
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Bore iD tho aocond iaouo of QRPp and thinqo aro roally
atartinq to happon.
In thia ioauo you will find that over 75'
of tho matorial hao novor boon publiohod boforo.
That io
oxcitinq to mo and hopofully to you.
Sinco tho last ioouo,
Wayno Burdick, N6KR, has dooiqnod Q 40 motor tranocoiver for
tho first club projoct, soo hiD announcoment
on paqe 6 for
furthor details.
Jim Catos, WA6GER, haD oocurod a moetinq
place that is superior to otandinq out in tho woathor at tho
Livernoro
Swap, seo paqo 4.
Fiold Day haD come and qone,
thoro aro oevoral intereotinq accounto in thia ioauo.
Moro
QRP Jtito ore cominq on tho morkot, Chuck Adama, K5FO, haD a
noat reviow of the MXM, Jeff Gold, AC4BF, haa a couple of
roviowa of OBR kito, Revin Purcoll, B7tlIM, contributed a nico
writoup of the new TenToc Scout, and one of tho roprintod
articleD, "The NNIG 20 Motor Superhet Tranoceiver" ia actually
an updato.
Speakinq of the WIG articlo, I havo aome excitinq ncwo
for you who have boen buqqinq mo about tho NorCal Project.
Danny stoviq, who runs Dan'o Small Porta, 1935 S. 3rd W. 01,
Miaooula, MT 59801, is sollinq a kit of parto for tho BRIG
riq.
It includes tho pc boordo, all pcboard porto, and the
variable capacitor for $49.95 pluo $3.75 ohippinq.
Folks,
that io a deal!
The BorCal Projoat ia coninq alonq nicoly. AD I write
thio in lato July, Wayno haD tho riq dooiqnod, a bread boardod
voroion worJtinq (ho workod Arqontina on 40 moterol!!) and tho
board layout off to Far Circuito who io doinq the prototype
boorda.
Whon Wayno qoto tho boardo back, he will build ono in
a caoo to check it out. If all qoeo well wo will then order
porto Jtito and mako them availablo to tho ncmbora.
Lotters
will bo mailed to all memboro announcinq tho availability and
ordorinq instructiono.
And that brinqo us to anothor oubjoct.
We nood a
diatinctive
loqo for the NorCal QRP Club. So, wo will have a
loqo contest.
The loqo will bo uaod for tho nowslotter, and
aloo bo placed on club projocto, patcheD, whatovor.
The
dosiqn will become tho proporty of tho club with the desiqner
rocoivinq the fame and notoriety of boinq tho dosiqner, but no
monoy, as this is a volunteor club. Sond your loqo desiqns to
mo at the address above.
I will brinq them to the next club
meetinq and we will pick a loqo ao a qroup.
Let's make the
deadlino for entries Sept. 30.
This next item io painful but neceosary. Startinq with
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the next issue, Jim and I will not be able to continue
providing free copies of the QRPp Journal.
When I started
this publication, I thought that I would be printing maybe 20
copies at most.
That is when I made the offer of free
publication,
because I thought it would be easy to do a
journal and print 20 copies. What a surprise I had. The word
has gotten out, there are at the present time over 62 members
of the NorCal QRP Club, and the press run for this issue is
100 copies.
So, there will not be any dues for the Northern
California QRP Club. You can be a member for no charge. But,
if you want to get the journal, it will cost you $5 per year.
How did I get $5 per year? Well, it costs about $1 per issue
to print and mail, and any excess will be turned over to the
club. I will give an exact accouting yearly of the printing
and mailing costs.
I am doing my part as a volunteer without
pay, but I am going to have to be reimbursed for copying and
postage.
Hopefully you will understand my dilemma.
So, how do you subscribe?
Send me your Name, Call,
Mailing Address, and $5 and that is all there is to it. If
you send checks, please make them out to Doug Hendricks.
The
bank will not cash a check made out to NorCal QRP Club, unless
we have a Federal I.D. number. So, make it out to me. I will
be accountable for the money.
The articles in this issue were gathered mostly by my
efforts. I used material from Internet quite extensively, and
I do appreciate the permission
that was granted so that I
could use the material.
What I am trying to do is stimulate
you so that you will submit material.
It doesn't have to be
lengthy, just submit it and I will edit it if needed.
The
best way is to send me a disk with the article in ASCII format
or WordPerfect
format.
Or you can send it via packet or
internet.
If all else fails, scribble it on paper and send
via Uncle Sam's snail mail.
But contribute.
If you have
anything at all, send it to me. This is your journal, and you
have to start contributing
so the rest of us can get to know
you. After all, this is a hobby of communicators.
Use the
articles as inspiration.
Read them, enjoy and produce some of
your own.
If you build a project from one of the articles,
write me about it. I and all of the other members want to
know about your experiences.
You will also notice that this issue is more "polished"
than the first one. I have learned a great deal doing this.
Please bear with me as I am new at the job. Also, WordPerfect
6.0 has been a lifesaver and a great help. Until next issue,
72, Doug, KI6DS
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Whither Thou Goest BorCal???
by Jim Cates, WA6GER
3241 Eastwood Rd.
Sacramento, CA 95821
Editor Douq(KI6DS)says I emclub coordinator. I don't
knowwhat that means, and I am too foxy to ask.
Bowever, it
appears to include a mandate to write an article on the future
of the NorCal QRPClub.
It seemsto methat there are at least three types of ham
clubs.
One is the "mail order" type, where your dues qet you
primarily the club newsletter,
thouqh there may be other
benefits as well.
The second type is the traditional
club,
with a constitution
and by-laws, officers,
proqrams, etc. The
third type is informal, no officers,
nor dues; just qet
toqether and discuss matters of mutual interest,
e.q. QRP
Plus, "Showand Tell", club projects (homebrew construction) ,
etc.
Perhaps it should be added. two other kinds, the club
that simply never qets off the qround, and the kind that flies
alonq until it augurs in.
I see the NorCal QRPClub as qoinq one of these three
ways; hopefully not either of the last two mentioned. Should
the club qo "mail order", this would involve a commitmentto
publish the QRPpjournal throuqhout the life of the club.
This option is not attractive,
unless there are a bevy of
volunteers to write, edit, assemble, address, and mail the
journal.
(Ed's note. That is basically myjob now, and so far
I am enjoyinq it immensely.)
Aformally orqanized club has the advantaqeof structure
and continuity.
The disadvantaqe, it seems to me, is that ab
initio,
it divides the membership. Officers, (the doers), and
members, (the doees).
Ahands on, showand tell qroup, talk about QRPseemsto
me to be the most attractive.
No eqos need to be stroked; no
wounds need to be healed.
If interest
is keen, the qroup
survives; if not, it dies, as it should.
So, let's find out which it shall be. Beqinninq in
September, the NorCal Club will NOThave a table at the
Livermore Swap. Instead, all membersand interested parties
are asked to attend the meetinq Sept. 5th at 11 AM, riqht
after the Livermore Swap. The place is California Burger,
Pleasanton.
Fromthe swap, take the freeway towards Oakland.
Exit at Santa Rita Road. Go in to the shoppinq center (South
of the freeway) on the East side of Santa Rita Rd.
The
California Burger is in the Southwest corner of the shoppinq
center.
Throuqh the door; turn riqht and you are there.
TheJuly SWap/QRP
Clubmeetinqwason the Fourth of July;
that took its toll.
I see the September one is durinq the
Labor Dayweekend. Ohwell, siqh .••• October looks clear.
Bi
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Bi, 72, Jim

Member

Profile: Wayne Burdick N6KR

by WayneBurdick, N6KR
74 Elm St.
San Carlos, CA94070
Myfirst encounter with hamradio was at the aqe of 9,
when I discovered my neiqhbor's father's
huqe antenna and
spacious radio shack. Welistened as he worked the world from
our San Dieqo-area communi
ty of Fletcher
Bills.
Soon
afterwards I received the first of many Radio Shack Science
Fair project kits from my Dad, who thouqht I'd do well in
electronics.
I didn't qet my first ticket--WN6BQB--until I
was in 7th qrade.
I received myextra three years later, and by that time
had bequn to focus on buildinq my own QRPqear.
My first
serious project was the W7Z01"Mountaineer," for which I
etched my ownboard.
(Myfirst etchinq tray was an aluminum
ice cube tray, which didn't
survive the process I
Ferric
cloride does a number on most metals, I discovered •••• )
After hiqh school, I joined the Coast Guard, qraduated first
in myE.T. school class, and ended up in Bermuda--the world's
best Coast Guard duty station, as far as I was concerned. The
lonqevity rules for two-letter
calls chanqed around then
(1977), so I applied for and received my current call, N6KR,
and siqned /VP9 for a year.
Myinterest
laqqed for a few years, but in 1988 I
discovered the NE602and built a little
receiver that was
nearly identical to the Neophyte. In fact, I was at my local
BamRadio Outlet lookinq for an address for the ARRL--tosend
them myreceiver article--when I saw the Neophyte on the cover
of the Feb. 1988 QSTI I was bummed. I called the author and
conqratulated him for beatinq meto it.
Ever since, I've been
optimizinq receiver and transmitter
circuits
that use the
'602, tryinq to eek out the best possible performance from it.
In 1990 I published a three-part
QEX article
on "The
Safari-4,"
a 4-band CWriq with everythinq built
in, for
backpackinq. Morerecently, I built a smaller version of that
riq that uses pluq-in transverters,
and have just completed
the NorCal 40, a sinqle-band riq that I hope will qet some
more folks interested
in homebrew.
I have been in the bay area for only 7 months, but I'm
sure my fiancee, Lillian,
and I will be here for the lonq
haul. And, by the way, if Jim and Douqhadn't started NorCal,
I would have!
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Soon:

The MorCal Club Project

by Wayne Burdick, N6KR
74 Elm St.
San Carlos, CA 94070
As some of you may know, NorCal has its first club
project
in the works.
a 40-meter
QRP (of course)
CW
transceiver.
The rig, which will soon be available as a kit
for $75, has been dubbed the "NorCal 40." The NorCal 40 has
a number of interesting features, dreamed up by NorCal members
at a McDonald's somewhere west of Livermore.
These features
include.
- small size (just over 1.5 x 4 x 4 inches) with custom
case
- all parts--including
controls and connectors--on one board
- VFO coverage of any 40 KHz CW segment of 40 meters
- superhet receiver with 500Hz crystal filter and simple AGe
variable-output
TX (up to 2W) with QSK
- low receive-mode
current drain of about 14mA
- single-conversion
RX/TX with 2.0MHz VFO for stability
The kit will include a detailed manual, and will be easy
to build, having fewer parts and simpler alignment than nearly
all other transceiver
kits.
In fact, a major goal of
producing
the kit is to appeal to first-time
or dormant
homebrewers.
NorCal members, including the rig's designer
(Wayne Burdick, N6KR) will assist in getting the rigs up and
running if needed.
A full description
of the rig (and
ordering instructions) will be mailed to all NorCal members as
soon as the kit is available.

gRP FOREVER AND EVER AND EVERMORE
by Jim Cates, WA6GER
3241 Eastwood Rd.
Sacramento, CA 95821
At the July Livermore swap, I picked up a super-mint
Argonaut 509, a QRP 80-10, CW-SSB, 2 watt rig from the mid
seventies.
A classici (No, you didn't miss spotting it; it
was a prearranged
deal.)
Reading through the manual, operating hints include.
1) Select the highest frequency that is completely open.
Bmmmn... if you read my Spider review in the last NorCal
Quarterly,
you know I am running one watt on 40, crystal
control on both transmit and receive.
So, easy.to pick the
higheB~ frequency band that is "completely" (?) open.
Now,
let's see, I think I'll pick ••••• forty meters.
Easy, huh?
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2) Call loud stations. Nowthat is advice with which one
hardly could argue.
But, how about, not so loud stations?
Sotto voce?
Q5-S2?
Bey, that
guy (gal
oops; not
politically
correct)
person - hamperson, i.e.,
might be a
fellow - rats - strike that also - too gender speqific
another QRPperson.
Ignore another brother/sister
QRP'er?
Never1
Bey, when you are rock bound, call everything,
anything you hear. With only RIT tuning ability,
the playing
field isn't all that wide; albeit the Spider does have barn
door ears, (sob, but not transmit).
3) Choose a part of the spectrum that is not heavily
populated.
Good advice.
You smart VFO knob twisters.
But
with two crystals,
7120 and 7125, what you hear is what you
get1
4) Don't call CO except during favorable band conditions.
Mamamia1 With the Spider, operating in the mornings (yes, I
amretired,
thank you), how else ya gonna scare all the SWL's
outta the woodwork? Those frequencies are mostly a vast
expanse of earphone hiss.
In fact, I've set up a Grandmaster
keyer as a CQbeacon; either someonecan send "L-I-D", or my
call.
Beh heh.
At night, it is a different
ball game. I like to
tailend,
even though I can't find zero beat with the spider,
I call
anything I can hear that I think •••• maybe, just
maybe•••• etc.
5) Call and sign a little longer than whenrunning high
power. Nawh1 Never1 Shows lack of faith in QRP1 SO, I work
it the same as though I were running a kilowatt.
Self
confidence to the point of arrogance? Well not really; we ~
self confident, albeit modest. But look, working QRPis no
different than any other way of operating.
Either you make a
contact, or you don't.
So what? Bowmanyyears did you live
before you became a ham and never had a contact?
Life went
on, didn't it?
Remember,whenyou are QRP,you are in one of the few
remaining frontiers
of ham radio.
You are not part of the
herd; you march to a different
drummer. You are the last of
the BomeBrewers; you rise to the challenge of low power. You
are King of the Bambands. You are --- QRP111
You've comea long way, Baby1 Er-ahh, that is, hampersons.
72,

Jim

P.s.
And I don't
pride you know.

call

CQde WA6GER/QRP,
either.
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I have my

r.1alting Simple Paddles
by Fred Cady, KE7X
2211 Arrowleaf Bills
Bozeman, MT 59715

Dr.

I made a simple paddle that worked great when my General
built keyer kits.
I'll try to describe it.
Use a wood base, 2 right angle brackets (about 1"xl")
from the hardware store and two pieces of single sided pc
board material about I" by 6". The angle brackets attach one
end of the pc board "paddlos" to the wood base about 1" apart.
Attach the dit and dah wires here.
At the other end of the
"paddles", in the middle, put a brass screw with the ground
wire.
You can adjust how far apart the paddles are for the
amount of tension.
Worked pretty good (not a bencher!) but
its hard to beat the price.
Let me know if any of you try this. Was thinking about
sending it to QST or 73.
73 Fred, KE7X
class

Field

Day

by Jim Fitton, W1FMR
P.O. Box 2226
Salem, N.B. 03079
Boy am I tired •••• But QRP FD was worth it. On 20m, I
W3TS, N4BP, and heard N6GA, N01E.
After FD, I called CQ QRPI from 1800 - 1805 but NIL. On
20m,
The Argo 509 worked flawlessly with the 7 AS gell
cell holding up through the entiro weekond.
The corner fed
Delta loop on 20m did well Qgain.
KZ1L, with a tiny Mizhou 17 meter hand held SSB
transciover used an outbacker mobile antonna and made a number
of SSB contacts.
At sunset, he could work everything
he
heard.
I was impressed.
Dave, NN1G brought his 40m vorsion of the 20m rig that
appeared in QQ, and it works as good as the original 20m rig.
I was impressed.
We had 9 camping out, and 2 visitors and ran 3A from.WMA.
worked

72,

Field

Jim - W1FMR

Day

by Bruce Walker, WT1M
667 Belknap Rd.
Framingham,
MA 01701
I regret not joining QRP-NE for FD.
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very little
working 1E from home, but I wasn't feeling that
well, and quite honestly,
I was bored doing it alone from
home. Saturday evening, I went over to the W1FYgroup for a
while, which was set up about 1/2 mile from my house.
Fromhome, I heard W1FMR
at least once, calling someone
just before I did.
I wanted to jump in and try to work him,
but that would have been impolite.
I had a really
wild
wormhole into ORGsection on 15mSat afternoon, working
about 6 straight,
hearing none of the other CAsections during
that period.

CASTLE ARC'S FIELD DAY
(OR,
MURPHY IS
ALIVE
COUNTY)

L

WELL

IN

MERCED

by Mike Siegel, KI6PR
1145 Julie Drive
Merced, CA 95348
For Field Day1993, I spent the weekendwith the Castle
Amateur Radio Club, in Merced. While operating QRO,it was an
interesting
and educational weeekend for everyone involved,
and well worth noting. Not only did we introduced a whole new
group of hams to the fascinating
world of HF, but we met
Murphy himself, and gave him a good fight!
The Castle ARCis a newclub, with a membershipof only
30 hams; our membersrange from old pros like Fred, K6RAU,all
the way to Kera, KD6TAZ.
A little
more than half our members
are no-code Techs, but all are very active and motivated hams.
This made things very easy for us "old timers", as we never
lacked for help in putting things together.
Wegathered early Saturday morning, at the empty lot
behind the church where the club meets. The first
order of
business was to string up a tarp for shade; it was only 8.30,
but the temperature was already in the high 80's (as it turned
out, temperatures reached over 110 during the weekend!). The
tarp was strung between two trees, and anchored at the bumpers
of three vehicles, whose owners were anchored firmly to the FD
site for the weekend.
The crew started erecting a 40' crankup tower; the tower
was to hold a TH6-DXX
tribander,
a Skelton Cone wire antenna,
and a 4-element VHF quad. When we unpacked the TH6, we
discovered that there were parts missing - enough parts that
we wouldn't be able to use the beam. So we decided that the
Skelton Cone would have to suffice; it is, after all, an 80-10
meter antenna in it's ownright. The VHFbeam, however, wasn't
quite so easy to live with. The original plan was to mount the
quad on the TH6, tie a rope to the end of the tribander,
and
pull the rope to change beam headings. Without the tribander,
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we had to come up with another means of mountinq the quad. One
of the quys had a lenqth of PVC pipe in his truck, so we
mounted the quad on the PVC, and tied a rope to the end of the
quad's boom.
While we were workinq on the towor, several of the
neiqhbors came by to visit with us. The first came by to tell
us that he was leavinq for the weekond (I wonder why?), but
would leave his LARGE doq in the back yard. "If the doq qets
loose, don't worry - he's really friendly 1". Yeah, riqht - did
anybody brinq a qun to deal with Cujo? The other neiqhbor just
dropped by to warn us about the neiqhborhood kids that like to
ride at breakneck speeds throuqh the empty lot - they usually
don't look too far ahead to see what's there, and their normal
fliqht path would take them riqht throuqh our campsite. Gee,
did anyone brinq any flaqs to tie to the quy lines? I sure
hope the kids don't come
throuqh hore at niqhtl This was
qoinq to be an interestinq weekendl
The club had decided to operate sinqlo/multi, allowinq
the new kids to take turns workinq to their hearts' content,
and us OT's could simply fill in on Ctlwhen the "kids" burned
out. As the time came for tho contest to start, we looked at
the non-BFers, and asked then who would start. "Start? Not me
- I don't want to be firstl". We thouqht about drawinq straws,
tossinq coins, or just playinq
"scissors, paper, rock". OUr
infinite wisdom finally dictated that one of the OT's start
thinqs off, just to show tho kids how easy it was. So Kent,
KK6IU, sat down at the riq, and started tuninq the antenna
(what's that funny box for anyway?). Kent qot all tuned up on
10 meters, and waited for tho contest to start. The band was
quiet - for a lonq time. Kent tuned around, and looked at the
clock. Ten minutes into the contest, we finally fiqured out
that the band was dead to us. Wo ultimately discovered that
everythinq above 20 meters, due to our location, propaqation,
and Murphy, was absolutely dead to us for the whole weekend.
We settled in on 40 motors, for most of the day, and set
about hittinq that certain rythym of Field Day Saturday. Once
thinqs qot qoinq, we decided that it was time to look at our
loqqinq. I had brouqht alonq a 386 laptop, all loaded up with
CT - or so I thouqht. The loqqinq proqram was nowhere on the
hard drivel So I pulled out the CT book, so I could qrab the
disk, and load it in. The disk was a 5-1/4"1 Bow could I
forqet these details? Up around the corner, I could hear
Murphy, lauqhinq his head off. Fortunately, Fred, K6RAU, lived
just across the street from our site; it only took him a
minute to copy the disk to a usablo format, and we loaded the
proqram into laptop. I had boon doinq all this by way of
instruction, tellinq other folks what needed to be done at the
other table. Once the proqram was loaded in, I jumped over to
the laptop to start the proqram and qet it set up. I studied
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the LCD screen, and realized that I couldn't see a thingl The
daylight was completely washing out the screen - why hadn't
anyone said anything? I could see that if we attempted to use
the laptop to log over the weekend, we would all end up blind
from eyestrain. Damn that Murphyl We decided the best thing to
do was to keep a pencil log, enter it into the computer after
the contest was over, and depend on the charity of those with
more efficient logging system to inform us of dupes.
Knowing that we would be expected to fill in between the
kids by working CW, I had brought along several different keys
to accomodate the various tastes of the other OT's. I have a
small pile of bugs (I am NOT a collectorl
I only own ten
bugs 1 ); Kent, KK6IU, had specifically requested the Blue Racer
- it had the smoothest feel for him. So, I spent some time
Friday morning, fine-tuning
and tweaking the Racer for the
smoothest
and quickest feel. I also packed along a Beath
memory keyer and the new WBL single-lever paddle, as well as
a straight key. The first lull in the action came Saturday
afternoon;
Kent sat down at the bug to start working.
Apparently,
Murphy had come along right behind me, to make
additional adjustments on the bug - it took us several hours
to get the bug back into reasonable working condition again.
So, Kent tried the keyer/paddle
set; this wasn't the answer,
either, since it refused to key the radio consistently.
We
eventually ended up using an extra keyer/paddle
that someone
had brought along "just in case".
While we were struggling with the BF station, Rod,
KC6ZVE, had decided that 2M SSB was the ticket for him; he
parked himself in front of the FT-221, and started calling CQ
- with no answer. Still being early in the contest, we didn't
give it much thought, and suggested that he give the rope a
yank, and spin the quad around towards the Bay Area. So Rod
grabbed the rope, and started to walk the antenna around that is, until he realized that the antenna was not turningl
It seems that we had put the quad up on such a long piece of
PVC, that every time we tried to turn it, the PVC simply bent
over. We ended up with the quad pointing towards L.A. for the
whole weekend, and had to settle for only ten QSO's. During a
break period Sunday morning, Rod was asking several of us why
he was getting such consistently weak signal reports; in the
process
of discussing
the situation
with him, we soon
discovered that the quad had been mounted VERTICALLY. At that
point, we congratulated
Rod on being able to operate in the
wrong polarity, and. still get resultsl Towards the end of the
contest, Rod tuned across one the L.A. stations sending out a
CQ on 2M CWo I quickly jumped over to the FT-221 with a
straight key in my hand (Rod is a no-code Tech), plugged it
in, and was not at all surprised to find that Murphy had been
playing with that key as well. It took me five tries, but I
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finally managed to get the whole report without broken keying.
The heat was also a problem for us; at nO-plus degrees,
most of us went through severnl gallons of drinking water over
the weekend. The tarp we had strung up for shade was a real
help. Aside from the trees and car bumpers wo had tied off to,
we were also
using a number of aluminum tent poles. Late
Saturday afternoon, the wind came up, and started working on
the tarp. The end result was that with the tarp flapping, we
bent, spindled, and mutilated some sixty dollars' worth of
tent poles.
By the end of Field Day, W3 had racked up a whopping 504
QSOs, mostly
on 40 and 80 meters.
We were hot, tired,
frustrated,
and generally
over-fed
(N6WTL cooks a mean
hamburger, not to mention my own world-famous pancakes! ). But
all in all, we had a great time. Once I got home and got
things unpacked, I cheeked all the CW gear that had given us
such a hard time - at homo, it all worked flawlessly!
Ah,
Murphy, you son of a ••••
The club considered the whole thing a grand suecessl for
many of the members, it was their very first Field Day. They
got learned a lot from not only our mistakes, but from our
successes
as well. Many of the club members have beeome
interested
in BF since their Field Day exposure, and have
started studying the code for their upgrade. And all of them
are talking about working multi/multi
next time. I can tell
that Murphy is going to have to hire extra help for next
year ••••

Great Wire Antenna
by Jeff M. Gold, AC4BF
1751 Dry Creek Rd.
Cookeville,
TN 38501
A good while back I pulled some info about the ZS6BKV
antenna from somewhere. I built one for Field Day.
This is a 5 band tuner less antenna which was developed
using computer modeling. It has a good StiR on 40, 20, 17, 12,
and part of 10 meteres. Mine also was resonant at the lower
end of 80 and worked fine on 15 meters.
It is 92 feet 2 inches of wire (split in half as a
dipole) with 40 ft of 450 ohm ladder-line
as a matching
section. This is then direetly conneeted to some 50 ohm coax ••
I used RG58/U. I then took about 5 extra feet of coax and
tightly looped it around the end of the eoax section nearest
the 259 connector to keep out RF.
The club used a 440 with an autotuner and a bunch of QRP
kits I had built. The antenna was up at about 25 feet to
start, then I restrung it to about 40 feet.
The 440 easily tuned the antenna on all except 160 meters
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(no big surprise
here). The antenna worked GREAT.After I
restrung it at the 40 foot height •• seemed to be able to work
everyone first
try with the 100 watts and had real good
success with the QRPrigs.
The antenna seemed to outperform the G5RVsthat were
strung around at the other tents •• and has the advantage of
working a number of bands without a tuner.

Field Day
by Randy Rand, AA2U
8 McDermott Pass
Denville, N.J. 07834

-
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-

-

The Splitrock ARA
Field Daywent well. With our 2Asetup,
running QRP, we worked several hundred contacts.
Wealso had
a Novice/Tech station,
a packet station and a VHF/UHF
station
going to keep the younger crowd busy. Radios used were the
Argonaut II, a Yaesu FT301S , an IC-730 and various VHFrigs.
Wehad 222MHZ
but made no contacts there on FM. Antennas were
2 tribanders,
a 10mX beam, 40 and 80mdipoles and 2m + 222mhz
ground planes and J-poles. Antenna supports consisted of 20-30
ft pushup masts, aluminum tower sections and military surplus
40 ft antenna masts and a 20 ft crankup. Power was provided by
several deep cycle batteries
and some really large military
batteries.
Welogged all the HFcontacts using CTand 2 Zenith
laptops.
The rest was handled with paper. I will still
be
typing in the data tonight. I estimate our 2A~battery score at
about 7000 points, but will have an exact number later.
Wehad a numberof thunderstorms on Sat. night and Sun.
morning that kept us off the air for a significant
period of
time. During one of them I watched discharges from the PL-259
connector to ground. The arcs showed up nicely in the dark. I
did this from the safety of my van. The ops at the Novice/Tech
tent
claimed they saw a purple
glow coming off their
connector.
Some sort of corona discharge maybe?
Just finished typing in the last of the logs into the
computer last night. We made a total of 792 QSO's with 260
being on SSB or FMand the remainder on CWoOur final score
including bonus pts is 7320. This would have placed us 4th in
our 2A-battery category in last years FD.
Going through the logs I noticed that our Technicians
worked W1FMR
on 2mFM. Wewere running 5wto a 2mgroundplane
up 40 ft. Wonderwhat Jim's bunch were running? Our QTHwas a
superb VHFlocation,
though, being on top of a 900 foot ASL+
hill with nothing higher to the east, northeast and south of
us.
73,
Randy Rand AA2U
rrand@PICA.ARMY.MIL
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Dinosaur

Val lay DX Socioty

VD

by Chuck Adams, K5FO
830 Waite Dr. Copper Canyon
Lewisville,
TX 75067
I worked with group from the above club. My first outing
for FD in 8 years.
Tried laot year, but storm squashed that.
We used IC-735 with 5 watts out on 40 and 20 mtrs.
20 meter
5 element trapless beam up 40 ft with rope rotator.
40 meter
three element wire beam up 40 ft pointed NE from 50 miles SW
of Ft Worth TX. I don't have tho total but about 570 contacts
or so for the test.
Ops were K5MW (call uood), WASMWD, AASSL, KD5EZ, WASZGC,
AA5WB, AA5UA, AA5TZ, and K5FO.
This was the first time for me to use CT on laptop.
Works great.
Now I havo to go and figure out how to do them
at home.
I've already soen reporto of bad conditions, but
didn't seem too bad. Didn't try 15 or 10 although I listened
on 10 driving to the sito. I thought it would be open, but I
guess not. Saw some noto about possiblo solar flare. It may
have happened.
The one miracle was the wsathor. Fantastic! No rain, no
wind, and temps around 70 at night and 90 during the day
(degrees F).
Ohhhh.
CLASS 1A.

FiGld Day in ExtresQ
by Vicki Welch,
22 Pine St.
Carpentersville,

CE Illinois.

WV9K
IL 60110

Well, not being into drinking beer and even less into
contesting,
(the bane of the amateur radio service) I got
involved this year anyway. Wo had nothing to prove since the
entire station here runs off 12V and tho computers run off a
UPS full time - necessary sinco wo are involved in disaster
services anyway - we *are* roady.
What sparked thio off wao "who *can* I talk to ?". The
results were interesting!
From 270440Z through 271132Z I
managed to work 30 stations.
Not impressive I am sure, but
interesting and actually fun (NO, I still think there is too
much of this as a normal course of events).
Almost all of it
being on 40 meters, all being "QRP" (fornal definition I 5
Watts) and all being done in CW (a mode that I have come
to like more over time, espocially having tho CMOS Super keyer
and the Kent key!).
Next yoar I hope to have a keyer with
more capacity (could be done if you could get source code for
the thing).
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The antenna was a dipole cut for 4. 5MHz
up about 15' or
so and bent (to fit, one leg oriented E/Wand the other SE/NW.
Radio is a Yaesu FT-747GX. No, just because it will do it, I
*do not* "turn up the wick", just because I can - a silly
thing to do, only for the integrity
impaired.
All ~an off
battery power and I even un-programmedthe charger not to come
on that night.
Class IE IL.
(The batteries
are charged at
night here as the electric
rates start to approach rational
during that time).
It *was*a zoo. TheCW
filter in the rig waspractically
useless and the external audio filter
(downto 80 Hz) was not
much help either
in most cases there were as many as 5
stations (+?) within that passband. Occasionally there were
spots that were a bit cleared (only maybetwo stations in the
passband).
If I could have worked everyone I heard~ it would
have been a MUCH
higher number than 30 contacts.
Best
coverage was to the northeast and southeast with reasonable
coverage to the east and south (lots of 1,2,3,4 and a few 5s
and Os, no 6s worked (a few heard) and one difficult
7 and one
VE3, one 8 (20 meters) and no 9s worked, (but one heard).
DX
consisted of 2 Virgin Island stations which were the ONLY
stations on the band when I went slumming on 20 meters about
0900Z. With the solar conditions, I wasn't too surprised at
the lack of stations on 80 and 160. The times I was operating
(local night time) precluded anything much above 40 Meters.
The late start I amsure didn't help either.
Wehad
*nasty* weather (so what's new in Illinois?)
that kept me on
the weather nets until just before I started on 40 Meters
(three local tornadoes down ("minor damage") several wall
clouds that (thankfully) never formed and several from other
areas "downand headed your way". After that "Field Day" was
a yawn <grin>.
If nothing else the storm lowered the
temperature so one could breathe.
Theresults were interesting.
I wouldhave thought that
the "best coverage" would have been North/South and NW/SE. It
turns out (from this experience anyway) that "best coverage"
from this antenna is to the NE/SE, practically
nothing N/S.
Interesting.
Best part was getting some experience in CW
operations.
Myopinion about it being an abomnible mode for
communications still stands, but there are ways to improve the
throughput (of course a "contest" is about the most limited
communications I could imagine "de wv9k Ie il 5nn tu qrz",
wow.). I did cheat and use the PK-232downat the low end of
the band where the big boys were zooming along at 35+ WPM
(I
can't write what I hear fast enough at that speed and haven't
done enough of it to really hear words, sigh ••• Morepractice
and getting more relaxed will probably make it easier.
Since
I am not a typist (I took engineering drawing in high school
rather than typing (I was (am) a real rebel in those days) so
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isn't too helpful, sigh •••
I finally decided to go fall over about 0700 local (CDT).
Slept until noon while my husband playod around on 10M. Be
had his best luck into 5 land with that!
Be also fixed an
"anniversary dinner" consisting of oteak and lobster, fresh
corn (one of the few advantages of living here) and other
yummie fare.
Yes, it was a good fiold day <grin>.
The local QRP group did not fare quite as well out there
in the storm. Lotsa lightning and some bright folks who shut
it down and went away until after the airborne fireworks
display ended.
That much rain has to make for a decent
ground.
I have no idea at this time what the NEIQS did score
wise, but I'll post it when I find out.
As for my score,
don't know and really don't care.
Next year I hope to have a radio with better filtering
and I want to see what I can do with pactor QRP. If the bands
are in better shape, I am sure that will help as well.
Earlier in the day, around the start of things, I did
look around 6 Meters, 2 Moters and 70 CM (all ssb). Dead as
a rock.
I did hear ONE station on 2M. Since he was running
a very high power station, I didn't talk to him (I do not
support
pollution
and aftor gotting
tho s-meter needle
unwrapped
from tho upper pog, I shut the rig off.
I had
*roally* hoped that VBF/UBF would have been more active.
I
didn't even try packet (2M FM) ao tho cable tv system in this
town leaks so badly that the "packet area" is simply unusable
(but it saves the money one would spend on cable to watch TV
<grin>, if one watched tv ••• ).
All in all an intoresting oxperience. Not much as far as
a real emergency test (with a yoar to plan for it ? - call
another one next weekend and seo who turns out).
Also from
looking at the rules (briefly), it looks like a contest with
even more involved rules than moot of them - I'll leave that
to the "blood thirsty" conteotero and thoir lawyers <grin>.
The point is that it can still bo fun and you can still learn
something from it all.
I supposo that if you can operate
reasonably effectively under that oort of adverse (QRM/QRR)
conditions,
then we still might be able to do what the war
department wants us to acconplioh.
I hope that everyono 0100 participating had as much fun
with it as we did.
Take care es 72, Vikki.

BattQry

FD

by Jim Fitton, W1FMR
P.O. Box 2226
Salom, N.B. 03079
Low Battery Voltage? Radio Shack salls an analog 15 volt
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DC panel meter.
It consists of a sensitive meter with a
series resistor.
Leave it connected
to the FD battery
terminals using a couple of RS clip leads.
I used it to
monitor gell cell voltage for the Argo 509.
Also, QST had a neat little expanded scale voltmeter
project, perfect for monitoring 12 v. batteries a couple of
issues ago.
Maybe under Tech Correspondence.
The Argo 509 voltage dropped from 13.8 to 13.4 v over
the entire period.
We used the speaker, which draws
more current, er •••• uses more power than phones do.
NOTE 111 Be sure to put an in-line fuse inside your 8W-8
or HW-9, between the on-off switch and the power connector.
And tape spare fuses inside the cover. A friend learned the
hard way that when the battery gets accidently reversed, all
expensive, and hard to get devices sizzle and smoke.
On the
positive side though, they only smoke for a instant.

Zuni Looper

Field Day

by Doug Hendricks, KI6DS
862 Frank Ave.
Dos Palos, CA 93620
Gang, Here is the report from the Zuni Loopers. There
were 18 hams there at various times, with most of them staying
the full time.
KI6SN, Richard Fisher; N6GA, Cam Hartford;
W6SIY, Keith Clark; AA6UL, Ralph Irons; WF6D, Bill Young;
KD6WKJ, Kim ????; KD6JFG, Marion McGee; WA3JPG, Clark Savag
Turner; KC6TKO, Belinda Morrill; W6JHQ, Tom Brown; N7FEG, Rob
Roberts; N6KR, Wayne Burdick; WA6GER, Jim Cates; N7PPF, Jim
Smith; WA6ARA, Mike Herr; KD6NCW Mike Hanisee, K6MDJ, Fred
Turpin, and KI6DS, Doug Hendricks.
Antenna's used werel
80 meters - 8JK Phased 2 element array up 80 ft.
40 meters - 4 Element Parasitic Delta Beam up 70 feet, all
elements spaced 16 ft.
20 meters - 6 Shooter (6 phased half waves fed between
elements) up 80 ft.
17 Meters - Lazy H up 60 ft.
15 Meters - G5RV at 70 ft.
10 Meters - Upper & outer at 50 feet.
2 meters
- 4 element quad
440
- 8 element quad
1099 contacts were made. The 40 meter beam working great
after midnite into the 4's & 5's.
20 meters was decent, with
15, 17 & 10 only fair. I had the greatest time of my life at
a field day, will report our score when I get it from Cam. We
operated 6A battery.
Beautiful site, great weather, and I
just hope the pictures that I took turn out ok. Fred, Cam,
Bill, and the rest of the original group did an outstanding
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job of preparing.
Everything was perfect.
These guys really
know how to do field day.
Rigs used were I Kenwood 660, Icom735, Argo 509, 515,
Wayne Burdick's Sierra 4 (hb 4band transceiver), Spider, BW-9
& Kenwood vhf and uhf rigs.
We used N6GA's call in place of
W6SKQ.
The group was saddened by the sudden passing of Bob
Spidell, W6SKQ, who was one of the original driving forces
behind the Zuni Looper group.
Bob died 10 days before Field
Day and was and will be missed by all who knew him. I never
got to meet Bob Spidell in person, although I worked him on
the air and talked with hia on the phone.
Be was a neat
person to know.

Field Day
by Kevin Purcell, N7WIM
318 10th Ave. E. C7
Seattle, WA 98102
copyright 1993 by Kevin

Purcell,

N7WIM

I operated with N7TNI and new tech as co-ops from Fort
Flagler State
Park, WA (on the Olympic Penisula -- the top
left corner of the map for the non-WA amongst youl) as the
novice station, N7WIM on the site of K7LED, the Mike and Key
club of Seattle.
As usual 10m varied from.weak signal locals to sounding
like 20m. For us the band was open at the start (llam to 1pm
local), then it reopened on Sat night (8pa to 11pm local),
then the next morning
(9am to 11am
local).
Fooled a few
people in CO with an S9 signal, and one operator in NB was
suprised to hear us (I was suprised to hear theml).
We ran a 3 element 10m aonobander at 30 feet (I got
volunteered
to climb
the tower -- a first for me) fed by a
IC-725 running 100W. The station was located on a bluff about
100 feet above the beach.
This gives a 180 degree view (N to
S) across seawater.
Gives good low angle radiation 1-).
From looking at the log sheets we got about 260 QSOs (we
didn't dupe check as we went along, but our memories caught a
fewl). All SSB, no CWo I expect we beat last years total of
230 Qs. With a little more effort (and perhaps some more ops)
we could have hit 300 Qs.
I don't have logs with me (chairman has them) but I can
remember
working the following statesl
ID, CA, AZ, NM, TX, OK, KS, MI, MS, NB, MA, NJ, NY, FL, GA,
TN, KY, OB, NE, NO, SO, MT, WY, UT, WI, BI, LA, AR, PA, MD,
WV, WA, NC, SC, IN, IL, CO
Where were Delaware and Nevada? All ten call districts,
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VE2, VE3, VE7, best OX (only OX!) was FG5.
I enjoyed it (even though I was laid low with a bad
headache for Sat afternoon).
Q R Zed November Seven Whiskey
India Mike....••........•.

Field Day
by Gary Diana, N2JGU
65 Pacer Drive
Henrietta,
NY 14467
Since the reports are comingin about field day exploits,
I'd share our experiences with the group.
Brad (WBSYGG/2)
and I (N2JGU)ran a field day operation
as N2JGUfrom about 9amtil 3pmon Sunday only. Equipment was
as follows.
thought

-

(1) - Cubic Incher on SOm,to be exact 3. 71S MHz
(haDebrew
by WBSYOO;
built on pc prototypi.nqboard).
(2) - Sudden receiver on SOm(also homebrewby WBSYGG,
utilizing
homebrew pc boards!)
(3) - Professional Weekenderxcvr on 40m (actually called
the Uglyweekender,but Brad caaplained that the
final product looked too cCllllllercialto be called
"ugly") homebrew by N2JGU
(4) - wire dipole antenna, cut for SOmand fed with 300
ohm.twi.nl.ead. With the aid of an antenna tuner, it
tuned SOmand 40m quite nicely.
Weended up with 17 contacts in all. PA, NY,OH,VA,MI,
NH, CT, MD, IN, VE2, and VE3.
We operated with a 10AH
battery,
which easily lasted the entire 6 hours. This was our
first
attempt at Field Day with QRP equipment, so we were
happy with the results,
given the last minute arrangements to
even get out and operate.
We'll be there next year, hopefully
sporting a couple more bands!

A Superhet

Transceiver

for 20 Meters

by Dave Benson, NN1G
SO East Robbins Ave.
Newington, CT 06111

--

Just for the record, I didn't rush home and slap this
project together over a spare lunch hour - I had to finish it
up the next day.
Seriously,
this project evolved out of an
interest
in seeing how compact a superhet transceiver
could
be.
While I don't claim that this rig is the ultimate
in
compactness,
it combines small size with performance the
experts proclaim "pretty good".
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The transceiver is built into a TenTecTP-20enclosure.
Peeking under the hood, all circuitry is laid out on a pair of
1•8" x 3. 8" PC boards, corresponding to the receiver and
transmitter
sections.
This is not a beginner's project.
PC
Boards are available
as is a parts
kit which includes
pcboards, but no easel.
There's still
some grunt work
involved in chasing downparts and selecting crystals for the
receiver filter.
All components are available through mail
order suppliers,
though there are no "Bulgarian People's
Republic" parts needed here.
The design is based on Rick Littlefield,
K1BQT's
past
work with a few modifications.
I wasn't happy with the
original design's AFmuting characteristics,
so I grafted in
the W7ELpopularized
series
FET audio switch to yield
"seamless" QSKoperation. In all fairness, the problem wasn't
with the electrical
design itself but with the dense layout.
The IF amplifier stage (U2) amplifies and outputs a fair
amount of BFOenergy, which the product detector (U3) receives
as a DCcomponent. The resulting "thump" when the IF ampis
muted is tough to overcome, hence the need for the extra
circuitry.
In a well isolated layout the MC1350
AGeinput pin
may be used very successfully to provide smooth muting.
I also added a stand-alone local oscillator
at the
receiver front end. While it's possible to use the NE602's
built
in oscillator
transistor
for
the LO, the QSK
configuration
subjects the NE602to a large input signal on
transmit.
The NE602's internal coupling will tend to "pull"
the oscillator
transistor,
resulting in chirp on key-down.
Thecrystal filter is the heart of any superhet receiver,
and building your own is surprisingly
easy.
I'd recommend
getting 8-10 crystals
(they're cheap) and building a "whathave-you" test oscillator.
The four most closely grouped of
the lot as monitored on a receiver or frequency counter are
the ones which go into the filter.
By the way, you're not
restricted
to a 10.0 MHzIF - if you're able to find other
frequencies,
by all means use them. I've seen a number of
crystals
offered at swapfests in the 10.1-10.3 MHzrange.
These were intended for CB synthesizers and are actually a
better choice for IF use due to reduced spur susceptibility
and freedom from WWV
feedthrough. Bymycasual reckoning, the
passband is about 800 Hzwide and only the strongest stations
are audible on the other side of zero-beat.
While the filter
won't compete with the one in your big rig, it's more than
adequate for most operating needs.
Thereceiver AFsection is tailored to restrict the audio
bandwidth to minimize hiss.
The bypass cap on the output of
U3 and the network between pins 1 and 5 of U4 noticeably
reduce the high frequency noise (thanks to Wayne, N6KR,for
the tip).
The LM386has another 20 dB of gain in reserve but
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it wasn't needed for this design.
Sidetone is provided by
letting a portion of the received signal through to the AFamp
during transmit.
(The beauty of using separate oscillators
for the transmit mixer and BFOstages is that sidetone takes
care of itself).
A 1Mresistor
was added across the,series
FET mute switch to ensure sufficient
sidetone level during
key-down.
Thedesign uses 10.7 MHz
IF transformers throughout, with
the 7mmsize saving precious board real estate.
Each of the
transformers is modified by snipping off the primary tap lead
and one of the case leads as shownin Figure 1. Since most of
the transformers will be used above their design frequency,
the built in capacitors are removed from the base (an ExActo
knife is the implement of choice.)
The capacitor in T4 is the
exception and is left intact.
Thetransmit mixer wastaken frommyrecent VFOarticle
(July 1992 QRPQuarterly).
The final amplifier uses a bit of
DCbiasing on its base to make it easier to drive.
Any of a
number of transistors
should work well in this application,
including the 2N3553or the 2N4407. The transmitter
puts out
about 1.5 watts.
Due to the compact layout, a 0.5 inch
diameter "hat" style heat sink is used on the PA, and the heat
sink is just warm after extended transmissions.
Bowdoes this little rig work? Althought I'm not a 20M
aficionado, I've had good luck rage hewing with stateside
and
European stations
with the occasional DX QSO thrown in.
Signal reports range from 589s to "QRZ?", depending on band
conditions.
The results have been encouraging enough to tempt
me to put up a real antenna for 20M(meaning one whose pattern
and gain are a matter of forethoughtl
(Whoknows? MaybeDXCC
is finally possible -- I'd counted on reaching it in the year
2163 at my present ratel

!I
I

Detail: Transformer modifications
(bottom view)

-I

-

I

I
I
T1

T2, T5, T6

Fig. 1
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T4

C1
C2-4
L1
L2-4
L5-6
L7
Ql-2
Q3
Q4-6
Q7
Tl-2
T4-6
T3
T7
U1,3,7
U2
U4
U5,6
Yl-6
Note I

PARTS LIST
560 pf 110V Silver Mica
5-35 pf Murata 6mm trim cap
2.70 uH. 30 turns '30 on T-37-6 tapped at 4T
6.7 uH. 11 turns '26 on FT37-61
0.67 uH. 11 turns '26 on T37-2
4.1 uH. 32 turns '30 on T37-2
MPF102 JFET
2N3906 PNP
2N2222 NPN Metal
2SC799
10.7 MHz IF Xfmr, 7mm
See Text and Figure 1
9TI3T on FT37-43
7TI3T on FT37-43
NE602A Mixer/Osc. IC
MC1350P IF Amp
LH386 AF Amp
78L08 3 terminal regulator
10.000 MHz HC-18/U Xtal (see text)
1) 0.1 uF caps are ceramic disk, Digikey
P4164
2) All diodes are 1N4148 or equivalent
3) Xmitter low-pass filter caps are 10%
disk

Editor's Notel This.is the end of the original article
it appeared in the January issue of QRP Quarterly.
I
contacted Dave, who kindly provide the alignment instructions,
parts
overlays
and pcboard layouts.
Due to reduction
necessary
to fit
our format, the pcboard layout is not to
scale.
By the way, Dave is member '62 of the NorCal QRPClub.
as

BUILDING AND ALIGNING THE NN1G 20 METER TRANSCEIVER
FROM JAN. 93 QRP QUARTERLY
By Dave Benson, NN1G
Building Tipsl
1. Use sockets for the IC's • The added lead length isn't too
critical at these frequencies, and troubleshooting / replacing
these devices becomes much easier.
2. Check the 10.7 MHz transformers for winding continuity
with an ohm meter before you solder them in. An open winding
isn't that easy to track down (especially without test gear).
You'd be surprised how often the parts are defective, even
when new I By the way, it doesn't take much DC current to burn
the windings out, so try to avoid inadvertant shorts to
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The "72" Transceiver
.Transmltter Board Pictorial.
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-Receiver Board Plctorlal-
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(Foil side view)
Rev. A Changes:
8/27/92.
8/27/92.
9/01/92.

Add IF Amp (output)

transformer

AddrtlOnal ground plane area a',nput
Add AF selles swrtch components

loher (T',T2)

Rev. 8 Changes.
1/05/93.
1/05193.
1/05/931/05/93-

Input network per schematic
Add tunIng cap post
Add elec bypass cap. AF lonal
Lengthen R(agc) pad spacing

NN1u
1/6/93

r
L. power/gnd
~

r
I

~

if you need to troubleshoot.
3. Transformer winding polarities are non-critical.
4. The LO inductor L1 is tricky. It installs in the receiver
board as followsl With the board component side up, the coil
goes in the upper right hand corner.
Take the wound toroid
with the tap towards U1 and the ground end on your right and
the hot end on the left. Looking straight down, the ground
end of the coil is on the right, the hot end on the left and
the tap on the side towards U1.
suggested'Alignment

Procedure

I

Starting with the Receiver Board
1. Connect headphones to the RX audio output and apply 12-14
VDC power.
Some background noise should be heard in the
headphones.
2. Peak IF output transformer (T4) for maximum audio output.
3. Use a signal from a main station transmitter to find the
~ receiver's operating frequency.
This will be a function of
the BFO frequency, which will nominally be about 4 MBz. Due
to individual component variations each oscillator will be
different and will need tweaking.
Fine adjustments may be
•••made by squeezing or stretching the turns of the LO's Ll. If
this doesn't add or subtract sufficient inductance to get the
LO to the desired frequency, it's necessary to adjust the
component values to bring it in.
To RAISE the receiver
frequency I Subtract a turn at a time from L1 and retest and
~ tweak after each turn. To LOWER the receiver freC,NencYI Add
a small fixed capacitor in parallel with Cl, the LO's main
capacitor.
Small ceramic disks will be OK, although the NPO
' variety (the kind marked with a black tip) will ensure the
L best frequency stability. (It's possible to add turns to L1
to accomplish the same effect, but that is a pain in the
neckl) It should also be possible to add a small trimmer cap
r on the backside of the board (again in parallel with C1) if
I
you want an easy variable adjustment.
I haven't tried this
~ though.
4.
Open the connection
between the Transmitter
antenna
pickoff circuit and the Receiver's RF Input (labeled "RF IN"
on the schematic).
Connect an antenna to the Receiver "RF IN"
L. Point.
5. Peak T1 and T2 for maximum received signal strength.
You
should now be hearing 20M signals if the band is open.
6. As you tune through CW signals, the peak audio response
will probably be wrong.
Adjust BFO capacitor C2 until peak
~ audio response occurs at normal CW listening frequency (about
800 Bz.).
If the BFO is capable of tuning either the upper
and lower, pick the one which gives better rejection
of
other-sideband
signals.
(These simple
filters
aren't
~

r,

r

r
L.
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r
L

symmetrical with respect to their skirt selectivity.)
It'spossible to add or subtract turns to the BFO tuning coil L2
juciciously to change the BFO range.
7. Ground the Receiver "KEY" input to check that feature.
(The transmitter Key input should be disconnected for this _
step.)
The audio should mute smoothly and return rapidly
after the connection is opened. This completes the receiver
board alignment.
Transmitter Alignment I
8.
Restore the "RF IN" connection between the RX and TX
boards and install a dummy load on the transceiver antenna
connection.
9. Ground the transceiver "key" input with a string of dots _
from your keyer. A sidetone should be heard in the Receiver
headphones.
This corresponds
to a sample of your own
transmitted output. Adjust the TX Mixer frequency by tuning
capacitor C3 until the sidetone matches the receiver's peak
audio response frequency.
You should be able to tune the
sidetone through zero beat.
Make sure that you select the
louder of the two signals to peak on.
(If there isn 't
sufficient tuning range, see step 6 above and try the other
sideband. )
10. Find the transmitted signal on a main station receiver and
tune transformers T5 and T6 for peak signal (you may need to
add a clip lead to Q6's collector (case) to get sufficient
signal level in the early stages of this tuneup.
These two
adjustments are somewhat interactive so alternate between the
two several times for best results.
11. Final peaking of T5 and T6 should be done with an SWR
meter in the "forward" position, or with an RF probe to
maximize output power.
12. Let the key up, remove the dummy load, and reconnect an
antenna. Peak the receiver response by tuning the TX board C4
for maximum signal. Be sure to use an insulated tuning tool.
(This is a high-Q network and body capacitance will spoil the
adjustment. )
13. We're almost donel
Tune in a 20M signal on both this
transceiver
and your main station rig (separate antennas)
until both audios are at the same pitch. Key the transceiver.
If it's not at the same pitch in the main station rig, adjust
TX mixer C3 trimmer cap until they match.
This last step
ensures that the transmitted signal is exactly zero beat with
other
stations.
(This also verifies
that you didn't
accidentally select the wrong sideband in step 9.
Other nicetiesl
14. If the sidetone volume isn't to your liking, feel free to
change with the existing 1M resistance value across Q2' s
drain/source.
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•• 15. If transmitted
power output is low, try increasing the
value of capacitance at Q5's emitter cautiously.
(Increase it
only enough to get the rated 1.5 watts output.)
73 and QRP DX1 - NN1G,

Dave Benson

MXM Transceiver
_

_

-

by Chuck Adams, K5FO
830 Waite Dr. Copper Canyon
Lewisville,
TX 75067
(downloaded from Internet)
Jeff Gold(AC4RF), famous QST author and member of this
group, periodically
pings me about the new MXM simple
transceiver.
I've gotten mine in a case and going finally.
Too many trips and not enough room for equipment on the road
to finish sooner.
Missed qso with the famous Jim Kearman.
One of these days.
The receiver section is the SuperRX plus an addition IF
stage in the front end with Cohn crystal filter for 10 Mhz IF
followed by 455 Khz IF, thus a dual conversion
receiver.
Bandwidth is about 500 cycles with the filter.
I was on 40 meters early yesterday morning. I heard VE3s
until about 10 am COT.
The band was very long and signals
pretty strong for this time of year. Lots of W1s and W2s on.
I had MXM rcvr and Icom 725, Yaesu FT-707, and ORR Spirit
rcvrs on 40 meters.
The MXM was the most sensitive.
It heard
signals the others did not.
QRN was present as tropical
depression was to the East of Texas yesterday morning and some
rain showers in northern part of state. The MXM receiver has
more noise than the ORR Spirit and about the same as the Icom
725, which I consider
a noisy receiver with respect
to
background
noise levels.
The Yaesu FT-707 is quieter but
lacks some in sensitivity
relative to the MXM.
The Yaesu
FT-707 is a much better receiver than the Icom 725.
Pluses for MXM rcvr o Good sensitivity
o Good stability
o Cheap
o Good selectivity
Minuses o More difficult to align for the general builder, but
not impossible. It just requires a little more time
and effort on the part of the builder. I used the
scope, frequency counter, and great care to align.
But I do this with everything anyway.
o A little more background noise internally.
o No RIT, but not a severe handicap to me.
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The transmitter is vfo controlled with osc for receiver and another mixer (NE602mixer). I've got mine tuned to 500mW
out into dummyload. With 2SC799final PA, should be able to
get 3 or more watts out.
It has qsk without relay.
A real
plus to me.
Parts

complement:

6 ICs - 4 NE602s, MC3340,and LM380
6 Transistors
- 4 2N2222s, 2N3906, and 2SC799.
7 IF transformers
The rig has been on solid for days running off a 7AB/12V
Voltage dropped 0.85V total after five days. Not bad.
The receiver is quietor than I previously mentioned,
probably because last Sunday I had it on the 80 mtr long wire
when there was a lot of qrn in the neighborhood due to
thunderboomers.
At night I can hear Europe when the other
receivers do not. Probably couldn't work 'em now, but should
work like magic next fall and winter.
I think that Bruce
Williams, WA6IVC,
will probably start taking orders and stuff
in 30 days or so. It will be a single bander for around $100
to $110, I guess. Doesn't include case, but the board is 4.25"
wide x 3.25" deep. Not too crowded, with 7 of the small IF
cans,S crystals,
58-pin ICs, couple of transistors
and final
PA, and a couple of voltage regulators.
I'd guess about
65 resistors
and maybe 40 or so bypass caps.
Couple of
toroids
for the output lowpass filter
to be wound, but no
problem.
I was able to put tho board, variable cap, variable
resistor
for gain control, PL-259, power, key (RCAplug) and
phone jack into one of my cases very nicely.
I'll
let you
know how it receives on 40 meters at night during the test
this weekend. That should be a true test of front end for any
receiver.
The case is 6.5"w x 5.5"d x 2.5"h.
Plenty of room
to work. I like some open spaces and elbow room.
cell.

72, Chuck Adams, K5FO- CWspoken here •••• 70+ wpm
[Editors Note: Chuck sells the cases for $9 each, postage
paid.
I ordered 6 and am very satisfied.
They are made out
of 2 U-shaped pieces of aluminum, .050 thick.
KI6DS]

Botel Antennas
by Jim Fitton,
W1FMR
P.O. Box 2226
Salem, NB 03079
worked

Randy, AA2U
had a nice hotel antenna at Dayton. We
stations
in the Pacific
on it.
Ask him for
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details •••• Be is on internet.
Also we used to hang a 40m delta loop from the 11 floor
balcony at Dayton •••• We also found a way to get up on the
roof and secretely put antennas there.
The delta loop coul
_ be deployed in under an hour with 4 people working on it.
A lot of hotels have sealed rooms and no balconies. I
thought of bringing a small drill and making a tiny hole to
push a wire out through, under the window.
In Dublin IR, I found a way to get up on the roof of a
•• hotel, put up a dipole (I was unsophisticated
in those days
but thought I was going to be shot when the militia came
running through the hotel.
I recommend a Super Tee Tuner and 2 lengths of wire. 1
for the antenna and 1 for a counterpoise.
You may be able to
match the antenna by tuning for maximum receiver noise, and
have it work well.
The tuner is hi-Q and very sharp.
Experiment.
For versatility, the single endfed wire antenna is
probably
the most flexible,
compact,
quickest
to erect,
antenna for varying and unknown situations, and this tuner,
which can be built very tiny has low loss and a high matching
capability.
The age old caveats still apply however, The
_ higher, in the clear, the better. A horizontal wire is better
for local, and a vertical wire is better for long distance.
An antenna always works better if 1
1. A piece of it comes from a previous antenna.
2. It is erected during a hurricane or snowstorm.
- 3. An old copper toilet tank float is put at the top of the
antenna.
Otherwise,
Good luck.
72,
Jim - W1FMR

Kent Keys

-

by Jeff M. Gold, AC4BF
1751 Dry Creek Rd
Cookeville,
TN 38501

I received and built my 2 Kent Key kits. The first one
I built was the Twin Paddle Morse Key kit. It has a real heavy
steel base.
The main parts are machined from brass bar. It
has ball race bearing, solid silver contacts and fine pitch
screw threads
with instrument
knurled
heads that allow
precision
and individual
adjustement
on each of the two
contacts and springs.
The kit comes with the main parts assembled. It was fun
to put together •• and very easy.
I suggest reading each
sentence of the instructions
a few times before acting on
it. The directions are kinda backwards in my opininion ••
EXAMPLEI It will tell you to mount a part with a certain
__ size screw ••after you have put on the necessary washer and
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solder lug ••instead of telling you to put on the solder lug, washer and then mounting the part •• no big deal •• still easy
to put together.
Really pretty key... the plastic paddles can be mounted
either with the pointed parts up or down •• I tried it both _
ways and mounted them up •• fits the way I send perfectly.
The paddles work GREAT •• you can adjust them down to "breath
on them" level of sensitivity.
I sold my Benchers immediately
after using them.
They can't fly apart like Benchers •• the
arms are solid.
Next I put together the Solid Brass Morse Key kit •• a BIG
straight key •• Had fun putting it together. This key is tied
with the nicest feeling straight keys I have ever used •• still
also like my Merrick solid brass from Canada.
The Kent has _
all brass parts on a nicely finished piece of wood that has
weights that go inside it.
The Kent is really nicely weighted •••precision
adjustable •• haven' t had time to try every possible adjustment
yet •• but easily got it to the point of loving the feel. It
has a big knob with the flat underpiece ••I am experimenting
with a different approach to sending with it ••• I think it is
like the old telegraph style.
A great key •• only thing I don't like is they should have
used a harder wood.. the wood can be indented with any
pressure •• not good for roally using it environment.
I feel both keys wore bargains •• don't remember exactly
the prices (sent them in with the order). I think the paddles
were around $65 and the straight key around $75 or visa versa.
R. A. Kent Engineers
PO Box 809
Mount Ida, AR 71957-0809

Bomebrew

PC Boards

by Gary M. Diana, Sr. N2JGU
65 Pacer Dr.
Henrietta, NY 14467
I have purchased pc boards from FAR Circuits, and have
been very impressed with their quality and service for the
money.
After seeing the boards Brad (WB8YGG) had built, I
decided to try it myself.
So far, I have etched 10 circuit
boards from The QRP Notebook and QRP Classics.
To do so, I
used a flatbed scanner, a Macintosh with adobe photoshop, and
a good laser printer.
Good boards would have been hard for me
to build without
the above toys...
luckily my place of
employment has these things. [Notel you can alternately use a
paper copier and overhead material in place of the scanner and
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printer.
The process starts with scanning the pc artwork from a
paper copy.
After scanning,
the image must be mirrored
(flipped).
The image is then printed onto a special paper
(made by DynaArt).
The toner serves as an etch resist.
The paper is cut out to board size, then the image is ironed
onto the pc board.
The board/paper
is then put into a
container of water, and after a few minutes, the paper floats
away, leaving the toner on the board.
The board is now
_ placed into the etching solution for 20-40 minutes.
You now
have an etched pc board.
Just drill the holes and you are
ready to populate the board with components.
Since the DynaArt paper is expensive ($3/8oS"xll" sheet),
it is desireable to put as many pieces of artwork on the page
as will fit, as opposed to just printing one piece of artwork
on the entire page of paper.
This is where it is handy to
have a program
like photoshop,
which will
allow easy
manipulation of images. This is the main reason that I ended
up making 10 boards, all at one time.
This has been yet another aspect of QRP which has
enhanced my enjoyment of the hobby ••• making my own boards!
Will I continue to buy boards from FAR and others?
Surely.
__ But I won't hesitate to make my own, either.
Another thing to consider is that FAR doesn't make boards
for everyone's
projects,
consider the KK7B single-signal
direct
conversion RX-TX projects as an example.
The two
board set, available from Applied Radio Research, is $30. I
_ ordered them a few months ago and still haven't received them!
72/73 and happy pc board homebrewing.

TEN-TEC

SCOUT Model

555

by Kevin Purcell, N7WIM
318 10th Ave. E C7
Seattle, WA 98102
Copyright 1993 by Kevin Purcell,
-

N7WIM

[Editor's note I Kevin submitted the following information
which came from an advertising brochure distributed by TenTec.
Many of you are curious about the Scout, thanks to Kevin, here
is the pertinent information.
As of July 18, 1993 none have
been shipped that I know of. KI6DS)
Back to Basics - With Real Performance
SIMPLEI SSB or CW, just sit down and operate! Master
every feature in a few minutes - no modern rig is as easy to
use. Simply plug in the desired band module and work any band
160-10 meters including WARC.
SMALLI At half the size of other "small" transceivers,
SCOUT makes mobile and portable operation a cinch.
This
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travel
companion even fits
in a briefcase.
Try that with
other HF rigsl
SELECTIVE,
Revolutionuy, patented "Jones" filter.
A
variable bandwith 8 pole crystal
filter
from 500 Hz to 2.5
KHz. The right filter
for every band condition at the turn of _
a knob. No need to buy expensive accessory filters.
POWERFUL,
50 watts output is enough power to work the
world, even for a new ham. Andpower to spare for the skilled
amateur. Runs directly
off 12 volts,
even the cigarette
lighter
in your car for easy installation.
SMART,
TEN-TEC'sexclusive "FLS"frequency lock system
keeps VFO virtually
drift
free regardless
of temperature
variations.
THE"RISC"microprocessor running at 5 MIPSalso
manages the large digital
display and built-in
iambic keyer._
LOW
PRICE,At $495, its closest competition is nearly
twice the price.
No other rig offers so much performance at
so low a price.
SCOUT
is "back to basics" and redefines value for the
active amateur yearning for a second rig or the new ham
searching for an affordable way to experionce the world of HF
communications.
FACTORY
DIRECT$495.00
Additional Band
Modules: $25.00 each
SCOUT
ACCESSORIES,
Model 801, 160 meter plug-in band module
Model 802, 80 meter plug-in band module
Model 803, 40 meter plug-in band module
Model 804, 30 meter plug-in band module
Model 805, 20 meter plug-in band module
Model 806, 17 meter plug-in band module
Model 807, 15 meter plug-in band module
Model 808, 12 meter plug-in band module
Model 809, 10 meter plug-in band module (28.00-29.0 MHz)
Model 937, Power Supply - Matches SCOUT,115 VAC,60 Hz input.
13.8 VDC, 11 amp output @ 50% duty, 7 amp continuous.
DC
output binding posts, Fold-back curront limiting, over voltage
protection.
Model 297, Noise Blanker, effective
on ignition
and some
impulse type line noise, field installable.
Model 296, Mobile brackot mounts on top or bottom of
transceiver
in 4 positions.
Model 607, Weighted key paddle, single paddle style with
adjustable
spacing.
Model 700C, Handheld mike, olectret with coiled cord and 4 pin
connector.
Model 291, 200 watt antenna tunor, "T" match circuit matches
variety of unbalanced antenna systems.
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GENERAL

-

MODES I CW, LSB, USB (Normal sideband for the band in use)
FREQUENCY RANGEl All ham bands 160 through 10 meters available
through plug in modules. Overshoot at upper and lower edges.
DISPLAY I 4 digit to 100 hz resolution,
.56" LED
FREQUENCY CONTROLI Permeability tuned oscillator (PTO) mixed
with a crystal oscillator for each band.
OFFSET TUNINGI +/- 1 KHz nominal - receive
FREQUENCY ACCURACYI +/- 100 HZ @ 25 deg. C
ANTENNA I 50 ohms unbalanced. POWER REQUIRED I @12-14 VDC; 600
mA receive, 10 A transmit @ 50 watts out, 4.5 A @ 5 wats out.
CONSTRUCTION I G10 epoxy glass boards, most field replaceable.
Molded plastic front panel, aluminum chasis, steel top and
bottom.
DIMENSIONS I HWD 2.5" x 7.25" x 9.75" - 6.4 x 18.4 x 24.8 cm
WEIGHT I 5 lbs, 3 oz - 2.4 kg

__

-

-

SPECIFICATIONS

I

RF OUTPUT I 50 watts, ALC controlled
internal adjustment to
reduce power.
DC INPUT I 125 watts maximum
SELECTIVITY I "Jones" 8 pole crystal
filter
front panel
adjustable
500 Hz to 2.4 KHZ
DYNAMIC RANGEl 85 dB @ 2.4 KHz bandwidth at 20 KHz spacing.
THIRD ORDER INTERCEPT I +1 dBm
NOISE FLOOR I -126 dBm typical
S-METERI Calibrated for 50 uV at S9
I-F FREQUENCY I 6.144 MHz
NOISE BLANKER I Optional plug-in board
AUDIO I 1 watt @ 8 ohms with less than 2% distortion
SPEAKER I 3 inch
Made in USA •••America's
Bestl TEN-TEC
1185 Dolly Parton
Parkway, Sevierville,
TN 37862, U.S.A. Orders I 800-833-7373
Officel (615) 453-7172 FaxI (615) 428-4483 Repair Dept. I (615)
428-0364
Kevin

Purcell

N7WIM

/ G8UDP

Fun with Spider
Clark Savage Turner,
1514 Verano Pl
Irvine, CA 92715

WA3JPG

On a lark, I ordered the little Spider (from Jan 73) and
got it in less than a week. Pretty good compared to Campbell,
who is making a lot of us wait for our R2 T2 boards.
Anyway, I had a spare hour around my research time so I
wound the toroids and stuck the iron on •••• put it together in
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no time. Contrary to my other oxperiences, all the parts were
there and the radio worked fine first try.
My wife laughed at it, all alligator clipped to my
antenna and key (and crystal clipped on, too), and asked if
it would really work.
I heard some guy signing off from a
QSO, so •••• I called him. Be came back with 579 report and we
went on for about an hour at midnight on 7038. Put a little
thrill back into my life, there. Simple and fun.
Anyway,
I have one problem that someone may understand.
I bought the
10K audio taper pot for the RIT and it just isn't right. When
I put my hands on the RIT wires I get just the right amount of
resistance to move a Khz or so, so it seems that the circuit
wants to see about 200K to 500K ohms or something, NOT 10K (it
just goes off frequency and stays thero). I suspect I can get
a lOOK audio taper pot and put a lOOK resistor in line and
fiddle with that, but, anyone with a Spider see this happen?
I have checked the parts carefully and didn' t mix up any
resistors, although some of the transistors are substitutes
(but used per the manual.)
No big deal, though.
Just
wondering.
So, I heartily recommend the little thing for anyone
wanting to spend $30 or so on a single board transceiver for
a little fun.
Now I plan to put it into a little box with
battery pack and antenna tuner built in. My wife promises to
get her General in the next two months - and I will try to
keep in touch with her via CW when I go on my long camping
expedition in the Rockies. Simple, silly •••• but big thrill to
me still.
This radio stuff is just magic.
I put my Spider on 40 (for now, easy to change) and I
have xtals for 7040 (reads out at 7038) and 7110. The Smart
Tone works just fine •••if the xtal is pulled or the antenna
gets loose (or goes haywire) the tone changes a lot.
I
suspect it will take some getting used to, and that I may be
able to diagnose other things with it as time goes on.
I have been on the air with it 4 times now, my best DX is
MI last night with 579. QSO for about an hour with W9IS - who
went to Bigh School with Berb Johnson (of Atlas Radio) so we
discussed Berb's new Atlas 310 and what a funny guy he is. I
also know him personally, so it was real fun. Also met N6KR,
Wayne, who is sometimes here on tho Internet with us, there
around 7038.
Was a real pleasure to meet up with him.
Altogether, I haven't had this much fun since my WN3JPG Novice
days.
I suspect it is that more skill goes back into the
operation, since the radio is so basic and simple.
The only
modern day piece I use right now is the Autek QF-1A on the
output.
I used it a couple of timeD to narrow the bandpass,
and it is a real help, though it is no problem to copy without
the filter - but tho concentration
(exhaustion) factor goes up
a lot.
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So •••• my 440S sits unused ••• alonq with my other
stuff, while I have a real ball with this little naked board
sittinq on my table clipped to power and antenna.

OAK HILLS RESEARCH

Bere is my review
Research Spirit I
Description

~

••

-

__

SPIRIT: A Review

By Jeff M. Gold, AC4BF
1751 Dry Creek Rd.
Cookeville,
TN 38501
(totally

non-technical)

I

-----------sinqle Band kit

for 80, 40,30,20,or 15
Curtis Chip keyer (8044ABH)
Superhet receiver with diode rinq mixer and RF pre-amp
4 pole crystal ladder filter followed by an on board audio
filter
Switchable BP AGC circuit with manual qain control
2 watts audio output
VFO with 811 vernier drive
Sinewave sidetone oscillator w/frequency
and level controls
QSK
5 Watts output
12vDC
4" X 6 1/4" X 6 7/8" weiqhs 47 oz.
100% complete kit with pre-wound coils
PC boards are quality double-sided
and plated throuqh and
screened.
==========.====
••• m.~a=a.a.=••======~_================e_
OK, that is what it says in the cataloq. I opened the box
and checked thinqs out. There is a stack of stapled sheets
that are the instructions.
There are larqe part overlays, a
chart showinq you how to read the resistor codes, a detailed
and well thouqht out parts list, and schematics.
This kit isn't the Beath step by step approach. The first
paqe tells you some qeneral thinqs about assemblinq the kit
and solderinq and be careful type comments. The first step is
to find all the parts and make sure they have been sent to
you. Next you find the Receiver board and then it tells you to
put in all the resistors followed by the capacitors.
The next
steps do qo throuqh what you need to do. As the process itself
would qet more unclear the directions qet clearer.
After buildinq a number of kits I find I like this
approach best. I first check off all the parts and label them
on a piece of paper and stick the wires throuqh. This qives me
a chance to make sure all the parts have been included,
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of the Oak Bills

familiarizes
me with the parts and gives me a double check
about putting the correct parts in the right holes on the
board. I check them once while I am going through the parts
check off and then again before I place them on the board. I
also find that checking off the parts ie my least favorite
part, and when I do it this way, when I start to build I don't
have to go hunting for parts. Since I have started to use this
approach, my projects seem to work correctly the first time
(except for putting in an audio chip backwards and smoking
it.. well no one is perfect
and I was able to get a
replacement
for $2.00 at Radio Shack).
I found the way the
parts were listed on the instructions made it very easy to
identify them and check them off.
I found almost all steps in the final construction to be
very clear and unambiguous.
I do a lot of documentation at my
job. I find that most instruction sete have places where the
author meant one thing and the words indicate something else.
The instructions
for this kit were very clear.
Now for the kit. I think there were over 170 resistors in
this kit. It took me quite some time and energy to sort out
the parts. I found ALL the parts to be of top quality. The
enclosure
is excellent.
I didn't see any hint of cutting
corners in any piece that was included with the kit.
After building kits £rem ebout all kit manufacturers, the
quality of the parts in this were the best. I have found that
Ramsey uses some quality parts and some real garbage ••I think
Ramsey's enclosures are real ripoffs.
The board was the singlo item that iJnpressedme the most.
Like it says it is high quality plated through. You heat the
joint and the board sucks up the solder. The result is that
you will be proud to show either side of this board to
anyone •• my wife comments on how her needlework is beautiful
on the front side, but she won't show the back to anyone, well
many of my projects are like that. With this one, I felt like
displaying the board in an art show •• what a proud pop I am.
The silk screening on the receiver board was ok, but certainly
not great •• I found I put one piece in the wrong place because
I couldn't read the part t. Well this really isn't a problem,
and it was my fault. There is a clear large part overlay that
makes it easy to identify parts placement.
The receiver board is jam packed with parts •• but the
back of the board is layed out so that if you use a fine
tipped soldering iron you roally shouldn't have any problems
with solder bridges.
The transmitter board was a lot less
dense.
The Keyer board isn't plated through and not near in
quality to the other 2 boards •• be careful with this one •• I
found it not nearly as much fun to solder to as the other
boards.
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Once I qot the parts checked off and labeled, I found it
very easy to assemble.
The first part of the instructions
tell you to put on about 200 parts in a mere 2-3 steps. Then
when you put in the rest of the parts the instructions
(like
assemb1inq the chassis, the final wirinq and a1iqnment) are
- detailed and clear.
There are no checks as to whether you
have built it riqht •• like Beath's resistance checks, when you
are done, you power up and pray. I would have liked to see
some power off tests.
I was real careful with this kit, but qot a little too
excited at the final assembly and had put one teeny weeny
audio chip in backwards •• boy did I feel dumb •• and when I
powered up •• the smoke came out •• it failed the smoke test (or
is it passed the smoke test, but failed to work).
It was very
- easy to spot the mistake, and since the chip was on a socket,
it was a breeze to correct. I checked the resistors and other
parts that fed it, and no problem at all.
If you are bui1dinq the 20 meter version beware of the
sections that are on the board for the other bands and not
used in the 20 meter version.
The directions clearly tell you
about it, but I ended up puttinq some of them on the board
anyway. The extra parts were included with the kit and the
parts are labeled on the board. Dick said he was not qoinq to
-- include them in future version to avoid this confusion.
Be
also said he would be separatinq out the parts lists for each
of the boards. This will make it easier in the parts checkoff
and when bui1dinq.
The final alignment suqqests a frequency counter. I can't
ever qet the frequency counter in my MFJ antenna analyzer to
read such low levels, so I use my 757GX as my a1iqnment tool.
You just need to set a coil and a capacitor to set the full
100kc bandwidth for the VFO. I take a piece of copper wire,
stick it in the antenna jack of my 757 and hold the loose end
over the oscillator circuit. It works just fine. The rest of
the a1iqnment
had some aspects
I have never encountered
before. You tune the pitch of your TX out siqna1 and the
- sidetone pitch (I once aqain used the 757, put both riqs on
dummy load, transmitted and set the Spirit for the same note
as the 757. I fiqured the Yaesu people knew what they were
doinq and had the proper equipment when they did it). For the
TX a1iqnment I used my Oak Bills QRP wattmeter and you simply
adjust a variable resistor for power level and then 2 coils
for maximum output. I spoke with Dick at Oak Bills who suqqest
you tune it for the full 5 watts out to qet the best quality
TX siqna1.
Over the weekend I took the case off a few times
-- and tweaked various thinqs.
A note about the keyer weiqhtinq adjustment. I started at
the suqqested middle position. The keyer was actinq really
funky ••• couldn't really set it riqht. I turned the weiqhtinq

-

-
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adjustment and it is now perfect •• one of the better keyers I
have used ••guess that is why a lot of people use Curtis chips.
A note of caution, for one of the receiver adjustments
that you peak you should be careful that you are on the right
sideband. I didn't have much audio level to my speaker, when _
I went and re-read the instructions, it had cautioned about
being on the right sideband and how you could tell if you
were. I went back and re-adjusted and everything was fine.
The real question you should be asking is "how did it
work." Well let me tell you that the weekend of the CQ WPX CW
contest is quite some time to test out a new QRP rig. The rig
puts out a full 5 watts (I turned mine back from a little over
6 watts •• may have to have a friend put the oscilloscope on it
to check the signal out). The keyer works real smooth •• full
break in •• but has a minor little click in it •• don't think
the click is going over the air •• I have listened on another
receiver.
The receiver at first deceived me and I will need
to do some more testing. The bands were really crowded at my
QTH. The big guns were using big ammo. The rig doesn't have a
narrow and wide CW filter switch. This worried me.
During
contests it is real nice to have a narrow filter available.
I tuned around and noticed that when the receiver got a
signal, you really only heard that one signal.
At first I
thought that this was caused by the receiver being too
insensitive.
After spending the entire weekend of the contest
testing the rig out, I found that if I could hear them on the
other rig, I could hear them on the Spirit without other
station interference.
I am not as of yet a person who
possesses enough electronics knowledge to go in and analyze
the circuit
and do comparisons.
I can do extensive
"real-life" tests •• which from my experionce sometimes have
more truth than theory.
I worked over 125 stations with my 5 watts and Gap
vertical during the contest.
I worked two Russian stations,
a S50S I think it was, an Italian, a French, Alaska, a bunch
of islands, and from the West Coast to the East Coast and some
other places in between. After I got the hang of it, I got
many returns on my first call •• not bad for 5 watts and a
vertical.
I used the built in kayer, not my contest keyer and
my Bencher paddles.
other impressions I I would have left out the AGC on and
off, the RF control and made the keyer an optio~. I use a
straight key most of the time. The rig is BIG and HEAVY.
A
little smaller than my HW9, but not much smaller. The chassis
is solid. •• lots of metal. I think Oak Hills can keep the best
parts of this kit, get rid of the extras, and maybe add a
narrow filter and a S meter. I think they are coming out with
something like this in the near future.
For a station QRP
rig, it would be pretty hard to beat this though •• and for
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__ portable operation it would also be excellent, a little too
big for backpacking.
The rig is available from Oak Hills Research, 20879
Madison Street, Big Rapids, MI 49307. The price at the time
of writing this review is $199.95.

-

Oak Bills Sprint:
Jeff M. Gold, AC4HF
1751 Dry Creek Rd.
Cookeville,
TN 38501
Oak Hills Research
20879 Madison st.
Big Rapids, MI 49307
1-800-842-3748
(Orders)

Sprint is W7EL Optimized QRP CW Transceiver
Single band for 80,40,30
High performance
DC receiver
Diode ring mixer
VFO tuning 8a1 vernier ••covers any 100KHz of band
RIT, center dtent
_ Peaked audio filter
Sidetone oscillator
Smooth QSK
1.5 watts
all coils prewound
-- 12vdc
100% complete kit
$109.95

-

_

-

OK, that's what the catalogue says •• I am in no way
connected with the company, other then sending them a great
deal of my pay check.
The boards are plated thru •• the best quality I have
soldered •• I am currently building a kit with good boards that
aren't plated thru, and boy do I notice the difference. Apply
heat and solder and the board sucks up the solder ••looks great
and makes a real good connection.
The directions aren't step by step. More like check the
parts off and put them in. The board is silk screened and
there is a very nice large parts overlay, so putting the parts
in is a breeze. When you have to do more than just put
resistors
or capacitors
in, the directions
become
more
detailed and are very clear. With some help a beginner should
be able to do this fairly easily.
I like to put the lowest
lying parts in first •• not the resistors and then caps as
directions suggest •• this way the IC sockets sit flatter to
the board.
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The cabinet is very nice and all plugs and jacks are -included. The rig is VERY small. It draws very little current.
I have been trying to drain a 12v 4ah gel cell before
vacation. I leave the receiver on from when I get home till I
go to sleep and have done a lot of operating with it •• the_
battery didn't have a real good charge to start with •• the rig
is still taken a licken and it keeps on tickin.
The receiver works nicely. This is my first Direct
Conversion Receiver •• quite an experience. I have read all the
down sides to them like •• you hear twice as much noise, youmust tune to the correct sideband, and it is more likely to
get inteference from AM stations •• all this is true.
I put
the rig on the air last weekend and it took a few minutes to
learn how to tune quickly •• the directions clearly tell you_
the procedure ••simply start at the "0" end of the scale and
when you get the signal to the "0" side it is the correct
side. While tuning around I usually tune past the signal till
it is right
in the middle
of the wave •• the signal
disappears •• then make sure by tuning up a little past and
then down again to the correct side. It only takes a few
seconds and it really seems to be working. I have been getting
most people the first shot on about 1 watt.
This last week
the 30 meter band around here has been real bad.
Lots of
noise sounding like storms inside the rig. I have still been
able to get thru the noiso and make contacts. I have had a
problem with signals coming over my QSO in the middle so I
couldn't hear the other person •• but they could hear me. They
were on a superhet •• and only hearing one side of the wave ••
I have enjoyed the rig •• it will make a nice backpacking
rig •• can use my small gell cell and going to make a new top
piece and radials for my portable PVC vertical for the 30
meter band this weekend and take it with me to a conference._
I have tested it against a couple of SUPerhets •• I still
like a superhet better.. find them easier to operate and
easier to carryon
a longer QSO without inteference that
really isn't even on your freg.
This doesn't mean I don't
like the Spr int. •• I was on it this morning and the bands were behaving a little better and I had a real nice and clear QSO
with no problem •• always surprised how well the 1 watt is
getting out with the way the 30 meter band has been.

Modifications

to Improve the ~OM ORR W7EL

Ed Pacyna, W1AAZ
72 Pitman Rd
Marblehead,
MA 01945
Rea Problems wi high power swbc stations I am detection
CUre is to put a band pass filter between the QSK circuit
and the RF port on the SBLI. See appendix of Solid State
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Design for design info. The second thing that will help is to
be sure the SBL1 port is terminated wideband at 50 ohms and
change the low pass filter between the IF port and AF amp to
have an audio frequency cut-off.

-

ReI Problems wi QRM
The active filter in this design is a peaked low pass
wi th a Q of 5. It doesn' t really have great skirts. I usually
change the Q to 1 and than install a 7th order elliptical low
pass filter (either switched capacitor or Llc passive) between
here and the next AF amp. stage. The cut-off is usually around
800 Bz with a 6160 dB shape factor of 1.411. Works wonders.
I've also built a simple bridged twin T notch filter to

_

_

_

:~~~:~;e
Ith:a~:t~~~~~inlh;m;i;
n:;e b;r~~ray n::~f~l s;:t~~~~
matter. It only tunes one side of zero beat (the side your
transmitting
on) which is advantageous
because if it is the
audio image from a nearby station that is causing the QRM, as
you adjust the frequency slightly, the image will move away in
the opposite direction!
With a few modifications,
this is a
great little rig.
73's
Ed W1AAZ

The UK QRP Scene
-

-

_

_

-

by Paul Turvey, G1PJJ
165b Snargate St.
Dover, Kent, United Kingdom
CT17 9BZK
+44 304 214030
The UK QRP organisation is known as the G-QRP Club. Many
readers may have seen an article in the QRP-ARCI Quarterly
Summer edition that described the G-QRP Club and I make no
apologies for doing the same.
The G-QRPClub owes everything

to Reverend George Dobbs

G3RJV. Without him, the club (and the QRP scene in the UK)
would never have got off the ground. The club has an active
membership of 4500 and a UK membership in excess of 3500. The
quarterly magazine 'Sprat' is received by each member and is
very well received, sample copies are available from G3RJV
QTBR, membership information in the states is available from
Luke Dodds W5BKA.
The Club organizes various nets and contests, but the
most pleasant aspects of the UK QRP activities are the social
gatherings,
a small QRP-convention
in the South-West
of
England at Yeovil, the main convention at George's church-hall
in Rochdale and a barbeque hosted by Chris G4BUE on the South
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Coast. As befits low-power operators, these events are small,
minute by hamfest standards, but by being so intimate they
allow you to talk to everyone.
The general rule is that 'All
egos are to be left at the door!'. Anyone who was at the QRP
forum at Dayton this year will have found the same friendly
atmosphere.
The Rochdale gathering is especially good fun,
being the main international
QRP gathering of the year on
British soil with many ARCI names attending each year, along
with amateurs
from ten to fifteen other countries.
The
emphasis is completely
on friendship in a QRP enviroment,
amateur radio at its best.
The major movement on QRP gear is in the kits market,
several companies specialise and these include several names
known in the US, Kanga, Lake's, Jandek, Bands. These companies _
have done very well in recent years owing to the growth in the
QRP market where there aro so few 'majors'. The number of
articles that G3RJV has had published (followed by GO BPS of
Kanga) in UK magazines has helped the 'cause' tremendously. I
have to declare an interest here; I have worked part-time at
Bamfests with Kanga for the last four years and visited Dayton
for the first time this year jointly under the G-QRP and Kanga
banners.
Those with a good knowledge of UK calls will realise that
my license does not permit to me operate under 30MBz. Why
should I be interested
in QRP? I operate on 2m and 70cm
primarily and I do not have access (ie QRK) to QRO linears, my
largest linear gives 30Watts. I run no more than 3 watts under
most circumstances.
I do not run any more power than I need
to. I can do that just as effectively on 2m as 80m. Sorry,
just a little rant at VBF-ors.
Enjoy QRP, and maybe I'll see you at Rochdale this October,
otherwise at Dayton '94.
72, Paul Turvey GIPJJ
->

[Editors Bote,
Paul is membor 044 of BorCal.
We met at
Dayton this past year, and he is a very nice young man.
I
asked him to write an article about the QRP situation in
England.
This is the result of that request.
I am indebted
to Paul, and look forward to futuro updates, perhaps a regular
column about our friends in Europe.
By the way, I have
promised to buy Paul dinner at Dayton next year, so I guess
that I will have to go again.
One must keep his ~ord.]
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by Mark Cronenwett, KA7ULD
1029 Duncan Ave.
sunnyvale, CA 94089
This is the first time for this column.
Have any
ideas that you would like to share with others?
Well here
is the place to do just that.
Send your ideas to me at the
address above, by packet at KA7ULD @ NOARY, or by E-mail to
mcronenw@pyramid.com
via Internet.
<>

-

SHAFT

INSULATORS

FOR VARIABLE

CAPACITORS

I have had some trouble findinq
these little
insulators, and most often when I did, they were
prohibitively
expensive.
So here is my solution.
I use
1/4" Ld. plastic tubinq that can be found at most hardware
stores.
This provides a fairly snuq fit over the shaft of
the capacitor.
I then buy some 1/4" wood dowel to serve as
my shaft.
You could also use a plastic shaft, usually foun
at your hobby and craft store, or locally at Tap Plastics.
I then use a little dab of 10ctite and let dry overnite.
Douq, KI6DS, also added that a fiberq1ass shaft (such as
that used for arrows) could also be used instead of the
plastic tubinq.

-

<>

-

<>

KEEP YOUR KEY FROM MOVING

Larry
Cronenwett, KA7WXN, has a problem of the key
base movinq around on the table in spite of the base beinq
very heavy.
He cut a piece from a rubber mat like used in
__ drawers in the kitchen.
I used a piece of rubber that is
supposed to be used to open jars that are difficult.
othe
possibilities
are a piece from an old mouse pad for your
computer, or neoprene from an old wetsuit.
SIMPLE BATTERY

VOLTAGE

From Jim, W1FMR
__ Low Battery

Vo1taqe

MONITOR

on Internet
?

Radio Shack sells an ana10q 15 volt DC panel meter.
I
consists of a sensitive meter with a series resistor.
Leave it
connected to the FD battery terminals usinq a couple of RS
clip leads. I used it to monitor qe11 cell vo1taqe for the
Arqo 509.
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Jim - W1FMR
LABELING

mvjf@mvubr.att.com

FRONT PANELS

Fromz Jim Osburn on Internet
Recently I needed to make some little modules for one
of our customers. I needed to label the modules quickly and
neatly so I
used a sheet of adhesive backed repro film.
I designed my
label on the computer, then I feed the repro film through
the laser printer to print the label.
I then cut the label
to size, peeled off the sticky back, and stuck it to the .
module.
It looked better than I anticipated.
The repro
film is translucent so the color of the module comes
through.
You might want to spray the label with clear
acrylic to make it last.
The repro film is made byz
Rayven, Inc.
431 N. Griggs St.
St Paul, MN 55104
(612) 642-1112
I think we got this stuff from the local drafting
supply store.
I have a hunch a full box would cost an arm
and a leg.
I just found the stuff listed in a local office
supply store catalog.
A box of 100 8.5" x 11" sheets is
$65.00.
73,
<>

Jim, WD9EYB
LIGHT

BULB CONVERTS

POWER SUPPLY

Originally appeared in March
85,
from Michael Covington, N4TMI

INTO A BATTERY

CHARGER

1992 issue of QST, page

You can safely float-charge a 12-V lead-acid battery
indefinitely.
This keeps the battery fully charged without
overcharging
it. Because float-charging doesn't require
nearly
as much current as a 100-W MF/HF transceiver, you can power
such
a transceiver from a battery that's float-charged by a
supply
incapable of running the transceiver on its own. Wanting to
avoid having to disconnect my charging supply every time I
operated my rig from a battery, I needed a circuit that
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would automatically
ensure that the battery supplied the
additional current demanded by the radio.
In other words,
needed a current limiter between the power supply and the
battery.
I spent a couple of evenings trying to design a
solid-state current limiter.
(The foldback limiting built
.w into 7800-series
three-terminal-regulator
ICs won't do,
because it actually cuts off output current.
I needed a
circuit capable of limiting current at a safe, constant
value greater than zerol)
Finally, I realized that a
component with this characteristic
already existsl
an
- incandescent
lamp I
The resistance of a .93 automotive bulb is 0.8 ohms
cold, 7 ohms hot. As long as the current flowing through i
is small, the lamp'o filament exhibits very low resistance.
When the current increases, the filament heats, and its
increasing resistance limits the current-in m application,
where the source is a regulated supply-to about 1 A. The
batter recharges when the radio doesn't draw much current.
Fig A shows the simplest possible circuit, and Fig B
shows the circuit that I built for the WA4BKF repeater.
Tw
metal-oxide varistors (MOVs, Zl and Z2) protect the repeate
from lightning-induced
surges.
A silicon diode (D1) keeps
the power supply's bleeder resistors from discharging the
•• battery in the event of a prolonged power outage.
To
compensate for the diode's 0.6-V drop,
I adjust the power
supply output to 14.4 V. At this voltage, two '93 bulbs in
parallel (DS1 and DS2) limit the maximum current into a dea
short to 2. 1 A.
In normal use, the lamps do not pass enough current to
light up, so they should last practically forever,
(When
they do light, though, you know they're doing their jobl)
Rather than use sockets, I soldered them in place to keep
system resistance to a minimum.

-
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Radio
Equipment
(12 V, up to
30 A>

Want Ad,
QRP Parts and Kits Catalog.
Send your name and address to
Dan's small Parts and Kits, 1935 S. 3rd W. 11, Kissoula, KT,
59801.
Phone 406-543-2872.
Wanted,
All kinds of QRP related item.. Kit., rig., books,
pins, etc. If it i. QRP related, I am intere.ted.
Contact
Jim Cate., WA6GBR, 3241 Bdgewood Rd., SacrlUllento,CA 95821
Wanted, Articles for publication to QRpp. We are interested
in your experience..
Write your QRP related article and
became a world famous author Cat lea.t you will get to
England, as we have a couple of member. over there I) Send
your article to, Doug Hendricks, Bditor, QRPp, 862 Prank
Ave., Do. Palos, CA 93620

----------------------------------------------------_.------

QRPp is published at Dos Palos, California 4 times per year. June.
September, December. and March.
Subscription
fee is $5 per year.
To
subscribe send your name, call. address and $5 to. Doug Hendricks, KI6DS, 862
Frank Ave •• Dos Palos. CA 93620.
If you send a check or money order. make it
out to Doug Hendricks.
It is the policy of this journal to not accept any
paid advertising,
but individuals may submit want ads which will be published
on a space available basis.
Companies that wish to place want ads for
catalogs or brochures may do so, as long as the product is QRP related.
The
editor will have the final say as to whether or not the ad is published.
The
articles in this journal have not been tested nor is there any warranty as to
the feasibility of the items described in the articles.
You are cautioned to
use safe practices if you attempt to build any devices described in this
journal.
The articles have been published with the consent of the authors,
and no article may be reprinted or reproduced in any form without the
expressed written consent of the author.
All authors retain all copyrights
to their material.
Contact individual authors for permission to reprint.
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